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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
The teacher is the key to the successful functioning 
of any typa of educational program. This is even more so 
in the area of guidance, for a teacher's attitude toward 
guidance must be an accepting one. 
Good mental health is vital to a teacher who is the 
model tri.th whom the majority of pupils identify and who can 
develop in them the acceptable qualities nacessaij.f to suc-
cessful adjustment in any area of living. 
In our existing society there are such increasing 
demands on the classroom teacher that a point is reached 
where the teacher may become overtaxed. This can affect 
her performance level, perspective and creativity, which, 
in turn, reflects on her over-all personality in the class-
room to the detriment of child adjustment and achievement. 
Attitudes and situations can develop that may mar pupil-
teacher relations. and ~ven school-community relations at 
large. 
¥~y supportive services exist in schools in order 
to achieve an efficient £unctioning toward progressive 
educational concepts without over•loading t.'he teacher and 
increasing her responsibilities. Many of the special 
resource personnel have been available and functioning long 
enough to permit expressions of opinions by teachers. How-
ever, guidance in the elementary school is a new service 
and has not yet been sufficiently explore~. Yet the con-
cept of guidance must be accepted if it is to function 
effectively. 
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At this stage it would be of value to clarify the 
concept of t;uidance in the elementary school so that its 
purpose and function may be properly comprehended and iden-
tified with educational objectives. It is imperative that 
the prevalent needs that would be met by elementary guid-
ance b~ emphasized. The purpose of this study is to sur-
vey teuchers' attitudes toward the supportive. services of 
the various resource personnel. A comparison of teacher 
attitudes toward these different specialists, includil\~ the 
elementary school counselor, ·will attempt to shm·r accept-
ance or rejection of guidance services. Tnis sampling of 
prevailing attitudes of teachers toward elementary guidance 
may be. a. beginning step toward achieving proper direction 
and clarification of the values of guidance in an elementary 
school, so that proper attitudes may be encouraged to 
insure its successful functioning. 
At the convention of counselor educators and super-
visors held in Charleston, South Carolina, on October 12t 
1965., the author heard reports by various states on the 
progress of implementation of elementary guidance. 
Progress ranged from pending initiation of a program to 
recent implementation, but no initiated program was of 
sufficient duration for the evaluation of results. 
This now brings into view the questions to be 
logically sought from such a survey~ 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement 2!_ £.hq. 12roblem. The problemti of this 
investigation were as follows: 
l. Do teachers feel that there is a need for a 
guidance system in.the elementary school? 
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2. Do teachers' attitudes toward guidance appear to 
differ in relation to the income area they serve? Do 
teachers' attitudes differ in relation to school si~e? 
3. P10w do teachers rank the need for guidance 
personnel with the need for other supportive personne.17 
4. What ar·e the diff e.rences between grade levels in 
teachers' attitudes toward guidance? 
5. 'What kinds of functions relating to guidance do 
teachers feel they should perform; should seek help t-tith? 
(a) To what exte1i.t is there a difference a'11Dng 
teachers 1 feelings concern.ing guidanc_e functions 
resulting from the years of teaching experience? 
(b) To what extent is there a. difference among 
teachers' feelings concerning guidance services 
resulting from the college level of etlucation? 
(c) 1ro what extent is there a difference among 
teachers' feelings concerning guidance services 
resulting from the number of courses taken in the 
mental health are'a? 
Delimitation of terms used6 The delimitations of 
------·-- -
the proposed research were as follows: 
1. A check list type of questionnaire of opinions 
on elementary guidance was formulated so that it could be 
quickly and comprehensively completed anonymously by 
teachers. 
4 
2. Full•time and part-time headings were designated 
in the questionnaire, but all specialists were not listed 
under both except the visiting teacher (school social 
worker) and the psychologist. 
3. The research was limited to a sampling of 
teachers in th·:.~ first, fourth, and sixth grades. 
4. '£he questionnaire was sent only to selected 
elementary schools in Henrico and Chesterfield counties, to 
selected pri~ate.schools 1 and to all the Richmond Public 
Schools. 
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II• DEFINITIONS OF TEP.MS USED 
n.~e definitions of terms to be used in the research 
study are as follows: 
1. Attitude. An attitude is an opin.ion that may 
influence one's response to a situation. '!'his attitude 
may stimulate acceptance, tdth participation, or induce 
rejection and consequent opposition. 
2-. Guidance~ Guidance is that intangible element 
within an elementary school and that role played by its 
pe.rson11el that assists in the development of positive 
attitudes within children toward self-discovery and 
resultant self~realization. 
3. Eleme.ntaey J~Uidance counselor. An elernento.ry 
guidance counselor is a resource specialist on a cansu.l tant 
level working with teachers, parents• and childr~n toward 
goals that will enhance the children's emotional adjustment 
toward optimum educational, social, and vocational 
achievements. 
4. .§.pecia.list. A . specialist is one whose aca.de:.'1lic 
knowledge and educational experiences are concentrated in 
achievement wlthin a particular discipline. 
6 
III. THE NEED AND VA! ... UE OF ·rm~ STUDY 
The purpose of this thesis is to emphasize and 
clarify the prevalent needs that would be met by guidance 
in the elementary school in the opinion of teachers. The 
realization of individual differences in child growth and 
development further emphasizes the need for guidance 
services. The role of guidance.in t~e elementary school is 
to c1"':;:;ate an awareness of these individual difference.~:;; and 
to provide a settin,z wherein children may be given th.e 
needed ~q:)e.riences an.4 helped to develop those attitudes 
and understandings t;lat would. help th.~-n to mature toward 
their fullest potential intellectually, socially, 
physically, and emotionally. 
There are varied feelings and levels of under• 
stauding among educators· concerning the guidance role in 
the elementary school. It is esse1i.tia.l that the concept 
of elernentary guidance be clai ... if ied and properly inter-
preted in its relationship to educa.tiottal objectives so 
that the correct concept may be attained and maintained. 
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CH.APrER II 
REVIEW OF THE LrrERATURE 
Even thour;h teache11 s nnd principals may indicate 
acceptance toward having a guidance counselor in their 
school and toward the ovor-all concept of guidance, yet it 
would not be unusual if one were to ponder, ttJust ~a.ctlx 
what is a counselor going to do in the elementary school?" 
This chapter has be.en devoted to t:·le organization 
and administration of guidance in the elem.e.nta.ry schools. 
First, the need for elementary guidance is presented, 
followed by the approaches to guidance and the preliminary 
considerations in school guidance planning. There are 
some basio dif f erencas between guidance in the el~mentary 
schools and guidance in·: the secondary schools, which are 
clarified. '.I'he duties of the person11el involve.cl with 
guidance in the el~~entar¥ school are listed and also the 
duties of e school counsGlor in the administration of 
guidance activities in the elementary school. Criteria 
for evaluation are presented by the a.ut'hor be.cause it is 
felt th.at evaluation must be a continuous process in any 
undertaking. 
Finally, to give a realistic, practicai approach 
to the role of the elementary school counselor, a. sample 
9 
time-table. for guidance services that were. to be conducted 
during the year was prepared. It will be of interest to 
note. in the future whether such a.dvmi.ce. pla11s were realistic 
and workable. 
I., rrH.1~-: NCF.D FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
Since situations in a ch.anging wo1 .. ld are. 
increasingly insecure and unstable and aditlts have te11sions. 
children, mo:t*e. than ever before, must be given a feeling of 
security and permanence. Here begins the initial concept 
for the elernentary guidance program, to help children to 
develop the strong and healthy personalities that can cope 
with eh.ans2. and challenges·. 1 .. rhey will need· guidance. and 
help to p:revent tha early development of mental disorders, 
wro~~ attitudes, and the loss of interest in achievement 
by learrd .. ng. that can mar their daily hapr;>iness and adjust-
ment at every stage of their futl.tre. 2 
In todayts era when even the concept of e.ducation 
is ehanginth when community boundaries a.1 .. e expanding; to 
1 nean c. f\ndrew and Lester N. Downing, 120 Rcadin&s 
it'l.~ Guidance (l.,incoln: University· of 'Nebraska Press, 1955). 
P• 42.' I•- p 
n 
.£Dale F. Nitzschke, and George E. Hill~ The 1!!1em-
entary Schooi Couns,elor: ~epar.a.tion and Function~ (Pupil 
Services Seri.es, College. of Education.,. ..t\tl'i-ens, Olu.ot 
Ohio University, 1961,:.), P• 5. 
10 
include ne·w worlds, and when a vocation may mean a. five-
hour working day, the guidance role is challenged to the 
task. of identifying humane values in the process of learning. 
Child~en cannot identify or voice their needs ~ ~ so it 
is the adults who must be ale.rt at this stage of the ohitdts 
growth to provide what will be necessary to his whole edu-
cation. Children will have to be guided into creating the 
long-term goals necessary to cope with this new u1ife-
style 1 tt to choose models, and to pi,..apa.re themselves to 
attain these goals through the establishment of basic 
attitudes. 3 
Elementary guidance is a 1'pla.nned program involving 
those materials and procedures that deal specifically with 
the social and e...rnotional -.;;elfare of the p·upils. u Guidance 
is not an instant procass that is quickly discernible, 
but is an ::~ntanr~ible force. Participation emotionally is 
conti11uous, with personal interpretation. and evaluation 
developing attitudes and self-perception. F'.liucation, too• 
3Lawrence. A. Cremin, 0 The Progressive Heritage of 
the Guidance Movement.'' The EXlucation Dir:est, (December, 
196L~)t PP• 18~21. 
4Ruth. Martinson and Harry .:hallenburg, Guidance in 
,Elementary Schools (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice.-Hall, 
Inc., 1958) 1 p.6. 
ll 
is a continuous process and with the. acceptance of this 
realization is also the acceptance that guidance must start 
early.s This is stressed by all so that learning will not 
be hindered. 
The need to maintain a learning environment becomes 
increasingly acute. It was discovered that one-third of 
the draft-age men today were unable to meet educational 
requirements for military service, 6 There is a tremendous 
loss of human potential when it is realized than an uncom-
forta.bly large percentage. of high school students who are 
excellent college material do not enter college. 7 Too 
often not lack of sufficient funds but lack of long-term 
goals or low aspirations was the reason. 
A tragic example of the results that can come of 
society's negligence in realizing this need for early 
guidance was that of the case of Lee Harvey Oswald. Th.e 
interviewing social worker in 1953 wrote of him, "He has 
5ohio State Department of Eiiueation, Division of 
Guidance and Testing, Elementary School Guidance. Position· 
Pape.rs. p.l. 
6J:lobert o. Stripling and David Lane, urrre.nds in Elem-
entary School Guidance", Education Digest, (September, 
1964), PP• 45-47. 
7nyrum M. &nith and Louise o. €ckerson, Guidance 
for Children in Elementary Schools. (Washington, D.C.,: 
tfn:tted States Government Printing Office, 1963), p. l. 
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suffered set~ious personality damage but if he catl receive 
help quickly this might be repaired." Senator Ribicoff has 
proposed to the United States Senate a bill to provid~ 
upreventive 1 diagnostic treatment and protective services 
for children who are, or are in danger of becoming emotion• 
ally disturbed. tt He stated that signs of emotional insta-
bility show and can be identified early and if treatment 
were started at an early age and carried through without 
. t~ b .bl s ~nterrup ion, cure can . e possi e. 
Children need guidance, to help them adjust to the 
various stages in their growth and development. Their 
personality development and the behavior patterns in adult 
li:f e are. determined by the ways they solve their problems 
during the early years of their life. 9 ttt·lh.en personality 
factors interfere with. the educational process ••• the 
school should become professionally conce.:med. nlO 
8Senator Abraham Ribicoff, w1"he Dangerous Ones," 
Ha;=per~, (February, 1965), pp. 88-90 .. 
9Henry B. McDaniel, Guidance in the Modern School 
(New York: Dryden Press, 1956), PP• 8•10. " 
lO Dana L~ Farnsworth, "Mental Health Edueationi 
lmpli:_c~at~ons for, Teachers t" 'rea.che;:s College. Record, Vol. 
62, ~«). ~. (Januat"'/t 1961J, PP• 26J-273. 
13 
Mental health has its beginning during this period 
of growth. wrhere should be guidance to help the child 
develop forms of emotional expression that can be most 
valuable to himn, for life-long habits of emotional adjust-
ment are formed early,. and consequently affect intellectual 
development and. maturation.11 "Mental health education is 
inseparable from good education. 012 If, through a couns(!lor, 
thera can be early recognition of a child's problem this 
wrould facilitate earlier recovery from psycholog:i.cal or 
personality maladjustment and pre.vent ttemotiona.1 stunting."13 
Tb.us elementary school guidance will be significant in deter.-
mining the types of cumulative expei .. iences that will result 
in the best development of the individual ehilcl. 14 \.fuen 
elementary guidance. can be. given to a child with.out arousing 
an awareness of any problems existing, the child's adjust-
ment will be better and ~'l.ppier- His attitudes toward 
guidance will be positive and adapting to new '\.rays of be.• 
1
:Elizabeth B. Hurlock, ~ild Develcmment (New York: 
McGraw Hill Book Company• 1964), P• 30o. 
l2Farnsworth, Q.2.• cit., P• 273. 
l3Gayle Clark Reaves and Leonard E. Reaves III, 0 The 
Counselor and Preventive -Psychiatry, u Persotmel and Guidance 
Journal, (March, 1965), pp. 661-664. 
14McDa.niel, 22• .£!£., P• 10. 
14 
having will be fun.15 
~\long with increased knowledge to be mastered, the 
whole child must be educated by richer learning exper-
. d. t • • d. .d l . . 16 m1 .. • iences accor ing,to ~is in iv1 ua requirements. iais is 
too vital an area to approach hapl1azardly end requires the 
specialized services of elementary school guidance. For 
example, the thought processes of gifted children need to 
be stimulated by new approaches, as the use of individual 
discovery when seeking solutions, the use of inquiry and 
awareness of divergent versus convergent thinking, all with-
in a milieu of constructive teacher-pupil interchange.17 
There is the need to develop basic attitudes early 
in the child*s growth. to help him. in making wiser choices 
important to today's living. With elementary counseling, 
children can be identified earlier resulting in earlier 
steps being taken to help their, adju.stment.18 
Guidance munt begin early to prevent ndrop-outs, 0 
underachievement, and other wastes of human potential ta.lent. 
15 . Lester D. Crow and 11.J.ice Crow• Readinr1is in Guidance 
(New York; David McKay Co-., Inc., 1962), PP• 357-383. 
16
ohio State Guida.nee Papers, .2Jl• s:il•, P• 1. 
17Lee J. Cronba.ch, Educational Psycholo~!2, (New York: 
:Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1963), pp. 390-394. 
l 8&nith, QE.• ill•, P.• 3 .• 
15 
Studies by authorities• Sheldon and Eleanor Gluek, proved 
that delique.ncy begins early. Findi~~s of the White House 
Conference on Chitdre11 and Youth showed that drop-outs 
lacked basic skills not developed in the ela~entery schoot.19 
T'b.ey were constant failures because they were slow learners 
who could have done better but lacked incentive. Th.ey 
were the victims of the trends of society, the rapid 
migration to urban cities, and most were from lower-income 
f&'Uilies who lacked languaf~e sltitls, comumnication within 
the family, being almost 0 non-verbal • u Their et~o-concept 
was poor and no motivation existed toward the desire to 
plan for any.long~range goals. Since they did have their 
own form of culture, the term ttculturally deprivedn would 
not be as descriptive of them as the term "educa.t:Lonally-
deprived# n20 This type of deprived environment also affects 
the measurement of intellige~ee of many potentially talented 
youngsters. This, too,.results in drop-outs from high 
school and college at the x-ate of 400,000 a year. One 
weakness found is the lack of el~~entary school guidance 
counselors who canhel? with the key problem of 0 discovering 
l9anith, op. ill·• P• 3. 
20Fra.nk Riessman, 1f1e Cul,tqralf.g Deprived Child 
(Netv York: Harper a.nd R.ow, 1962), P• 5-6. 
16 
poor children with rich minds aa early as the th:tr.d grade. n2l 
From a national survey of uriters in the field of guidance. 
ninety three per cent endorsed tha value of elementary 
school. counselors and eighty six per cent of th!lm felt that 
elementary school counselort3 can ameliorate social and cul-
tural c·ompacts by helping a child through individual guidance 
to rise above neglect and a poor environment. 22 
However, recent studies have brought. to light new 
insights~ First. the. preferred label has be.come i 1psycho• 
social retardation° becauue these children ha.v((? nt?.ver had 
the opportunity of normal culture and are maladjusted from 
cultural sta.rvation.23 Then it was realized th.at although 
many new· projects have been instituted to help the cultur• 
ally deprived, and many programs for.training teachers in 
new approaches to teachi1-ig these. npsycho-socially 0 24 
retarded, these programs would b~ of no help if the att:i .. -
tudes of the children ·.·and motivation to progress aren. 't 
21
wasted Talent• Time, Vol. 76, (Novembe1 ... 21, 1960), 
PP• 53-56. 
2? 
"'""1?mily Larkin Woody, t 1l"he Value of Guidance Coun-
selors in the Elementary School," (unpublished ¥.13.ster's 
thesis, Loyola University of Los .Angeles, Los Angeles, 
l~f2) n? . ~D t P• ,.:),,.,. • 
230. L. Spellman, 0 Psych.0.,.Social Retardation in Ed• 
uca.t:ton, n School and Societx, .(Feb1:""$ry 19, 1966)., p. 101. 
24 Nancy L •. Arnez, HThe Effects of Teach.er Attitudes 
Upon the Culturally Deprived, tt :Schoo~ and Soc,ie:!=z, (March 
19, 1966 ), PP• ll.:·9-152. 
17 
developed first,25 and teacher attitudes irt these o.J..--eas have 
be~?.n of nirrepara.ble hann. 026 Therefore. the situa.t:ion is of 
such urgent proportion that early action must be tak.e.n and 
it is in this area that the function of guidance in the 
elementai"'Y school will serve its purpose most effectively. 
Through in .... service instruction and othm .... guidance method~-;;• 
teach.er attitudes could be influenced toward positive and 
constructive cooperation. Such eff ecta would be far-
renching, for te.acherst attitudes and philosophies can per-
meate values to their students that will move the students 
beyond the realm of the mundane and aspire them toward 
vie~rlng thernaelves and society in the proper perspective. 
They should want to better themselves and to do their part 
to improve society. The feeling should be that a good life 
ha.a values and values must be identified and lived by. 27 
Children of today will be the adults of tomorrow 
who irlll be doing the jobs that we haven't envisioned for 
the future. Individual differences are more ~~versified 
than ever for ALl~ children mui:>t be educated ia toda.yts 
25 Spellman, op,. £..it., P• 102. 
26 Arnez 1 op. cit.1 p. 152. 
27
william L, Griffen, nA Needed Dialogue: Schools 
and Value.s," The Clear:i.n~ H.ous~, (October, 1964), 
PP• 67-71. 
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schools. The number of children attending elementary schools 
forms the largest group of individuals attending schools of 
any kind. 28 At no other period of public educntion is such 
an opportunity presented to reap the maximum benefits by 
presentation of an elementary guidance program. Research 
done 'by the National FAluca.tion Association claims that 
"'l111<~re seems to be some. relationship between school frus-
tration and rejection with mental illness and juvenile dclin-
quency, 02'9 so that children should be allowed to progress 
at their own. b<rnt pace, in spurts and platcaus 1 where the 
learning is compatible with their individual gro¥rth and 
30 development. The elementary school couns~lor must be the 
coordinator to see that et-ich child 1 s achievement. is up to 
its mrudmum potential. With. a decrcazJe in underachievement 
and with fewer drop-outs, . .America's greatest waste of .human 
31 
resourcca will. be reduced. 
Added to the responsibilities of establishing a 
kn.owledge of the baaic skills for the child, the elementary 
school is be.coming increasingly responsible for the child•s 
28~J'irgi1 He.rridc, John Goodlrindt Frank, Estvan, and 
Paul eberman, The 11'1ementar 1 School, (Erl..glcwood Cliffs, 
liew Jersey: Prent1ce. ... H~1.llt 195() , p. 2. 
29 . ' . Relation bet'~1e.en Drooout and the. Graded School, 
Phi Delta Kanoan, (Novembt~r. i9G4)-;-J;p:l29-'l33. 
301?hi Delta Ka.poant op. ~i~/,; , p. 131. 
Sl • G .d ~ it 0 Ohio Ul. ance .taoern 1 22• £.__•, p. o. 
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social and personal development within the functioning 
"-'? 
school curriculum ... >"'"' because intellectual knowledge is of 
no value unless directed towat'<l good social goals. An 
unsociable person may use knowledge in a. prejudiced way. 
It is attitudes that the school must develop, for attitudes 
are more endu~ing than the exact content of the lesson • 
• !\ny school that emphasizes only development of intellectual 
skills will hinder progr~ss toward a child's socialization. 
which is .. ' 'the. process of preparing a person for .a role in 
' 3':>. 
society. 0 .:; The establishment of counseling in the ele.me.n-
tary school nsensitizes" the school staff to what is the 
highest value to ~"'!lphasize; th.e appt""opriate adjustment of 
the individual child.34 
Tl1e influence of home life, parents and the com-
munity on the child's ~rogress shows the need for school 
contacts and guidance in those. areas~ A favorable environ• 
ment and appropriate parental attitudes produce a. happier 
child, a healthier, more creati•ve child, and a. child full 
32Ralph Garry, Guidance ~rechni ue.s for Elernentar 
Teache:t.""B (Colarabusi ·char es E. Merri l Bot)lea,. Inc .. , b3), 
P• 8~-
33
eronbach• 212.. .£!:.t• , Pl'- 61~-66 .. 
34sarah L. -Leiter, ''A Specialist is Invaluable0 
ME.._t\ .Journal (September, 1965 >t P• 68. 
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of the natural curiosity that stimulates the desire to 
learn, trl.th the emotional security of being able to handle 
proble;« situations. 35 The goals of the elementary school 
are. ''to help each child make a successful beginning in for-
mal education and to create an appetite for learning; to 
help each child achieve good physical heal th and fbood men-
tal heal th. n 36 T'ne purpose of guidance is broadly implied 
in the goals of the elementary school. It is concerned 
more. with experiences dealing with nproble.ms, decisions. 
values. and plans,u as compared to the instructionnl con-
cerns involved with nsk.illst facts,. concepts, and communi-
cation." However, both are needed to fortn the 0 warp and 
37 
woof 0 of the overall· school program. In the elementary 
sehool the guidance program should orient the young child 
to the new school environment of f'impersonal and e41'a:.o.ding 
?f'\ 
social demands.n...;o The aim is to make certain that the 
child. does learn. \ithat needs to be learned but not in such a 
35Hurlock, 212.• .£.!.!., PP• 304-307. 
36 Harold F. Cottingh.am1 i 1The Counselor ts Role in 
Elementary School Guidane:en frhe High School :Jourppl,. (Feb-
ruary, 1966), P• 201. 
31.!Ei,4~. p.204-208. 
38Garry • .Q.E.• c_i t. 1 P• 10. 
•I 
fashion that his progress as a person is impeded.39 
Organization is important to efficient operation. 
21 
Volunteer efforts by teachers are commendable itt gu1.dance, 
but they can be only as effective as the teacher's time and 
n1eve.l of fatigue." The teacher•s main function is educa-
tional, even though guidance practices are utilized by her, 
whereas the guidance specialist's function is cort·ective, 
preventive, then developmentai. 40 Although teachers a.re in 
an effective situation to provide some aspects of guidance 
whereby they prepare the psychological atmosphere for tha 
learning and adjustment of the child, teacher function 
should not be compared to the counselor's. This viewpoint 
neads clarification from many perspectives of diff ercncea 
of function, for the counselor functions on the consultant 
level to the principal, to teachers, and to parents. This 
job is unique only to the counseling function and not to 
any other member of the. staff regardless of how nf.&uidanc~-
mindedu the others may be- m.cT!.iere. and in what classroom 
does a teacher have the time, the training, a11d the skill 
33ona.ld G. Mortensen, and .t\lle.n M. Sch.muller, Guid-
ap.ce in Todal~sSchools (Englewood Cliffst. N.J.: Prentice .. 
Hall, fnc., 958), P• 43. 
40ibid., P• 485. 
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to adequately counsel his students? Confer with, yes, but 
counsel, no. Time is something the teacher does not have 
for the one-to-one relationship even if he had the training. 0 
41 Guidance cannot be haphazard or performed casually even 
though it may appear to be. informally carried out in an 
.. .d l 42 1nc1 enta manner. 
The organization of the elementary school is also a 
factor influencing the eleme.nta'r'J guidance pro~~ram. 43 It is 
a. reflection of the type of community area it serves and 
can be ch.aracterized by both its "uniformity and varia""' 
t~ "'44 ..!..On. 
An additional factor proving the need for guidance 
at the elementary level is the. fact that, with statistical 
tenting, it has been pro-.;ed that guidance procedures do 
achieve significant results. Also especially worthwhile as 
an aspect of guidance was the casa conference approach. 
General guidance procedures, in an expet""imental study made 
by a guidance. staff at the elementary level, produced more 
41Edna L. Harrison, "The Elementazr-.r School Cou.n• 
selor•s Unique P.osition° The· School Counselor (December, 
1963) 1 PP• 107-109. 
42Andrew, 01), cit•• P• 42~ 
,/ 
43c ·t . 3~3 ., row, op. u_ •. , p. o .. · 
44m;;;rrick, oo. cit., . p.1. 
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effective results than even psychotherapy in the. schools. !f.S 
Ol."le must constantly remain a.ware that to establish 
an elementary guidance prc.>gramt the fundamental needs of 
children must be understood and met. These needs, ti-s 
interpreted by Prescott• are: 
l. Physiological: food, thirst. sex. rest, elimination, 
adjustment to temperature. 
2. Social needs : feelings of be.lon[4ingness, need for 
affection, need for achievement• need for recog-
nition, and need for security. 
3. Ego needs: se.lf-esteem, self-respect, belief in 
self.46 
Vocational guidance is important and should be a con-
tinuous process from kindergarten to actual achievement of 
an occupation. The elementary school is f ir$t in the 
educational ladder and the appropriate level to begin a 
child's orientation to vocations, to develop the concept of 
the value and dignity 01: ·i~10rk, and to supply broad acceptant 
understandings about the various occupations tlu.\t exist, 
from the fields of labor, business. and the professions. 
No vocational choice by a student at this stage should be 
made. Involvin~~ vocational guidance w:tth the curriculum 
of the elei.~entary school, especially in the areas of social 
45Buff Oldridge, nl'Wo Roles for Elementary School 
Guida.nee Personnel, n Personnel and. Gui.dance J'()urnal, 
(December, 1964), P?• 367-370. 
46 
Roy DeVe.rl Willey, Guidance i~ E!larnentarz Frlucation 
(New York; Harper and Brothers, 19oO)t P• 36. 
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studies and literature is helpful to the pupil. The manner 
of implementing vocational zuidance can be incidental and 
informal, as in trips, scrap-books, clubs, assembly programs, 
outside speakers, songs, plays• games, and audio-visual 
aids. Aspects of it can be incorporated as correlated units. 
Various guidance group techniques can be motivationo.J_ f ac-
tora toward the development of good social attitudes toward 
work without false social standards, toward the appreciation 
of the need for all levels of labor without the attaching 
stigina, and toward the desire to become reliably inform~d 
about the requirements of occupations before making choices. 
Such. b~chniques may be dramatic play (or role-playing), 
group discussions, and involv~~ent in committees. This 
basic vocational guidance will be of help to a stud~nt 
throughout his educational and occupational career. 47 Thus 
the attitudes influencing the decisions they will be making 
about furtherinxc; their education will be formed while in 
48 tha elementary school. 
Advemtages of guidance. in the elementary school 
increase the understanding of the need for guidance and 
47 
Harold Koblinger, ''Literature Dea.ling with Voca-
tiotLal Guidance in the El.e.tne.ntary School n, Personnel and 
Guidance Jourv..aL (January, 1955), pp. 274-276. 
48Gail F. Fa.rwellt and Herman J. Peters, Guidance 
Readings for Counselor~ (Chicago: Rand McNally and Com• 
pany. 1961), P• 57. 
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1. i~ilwlesome attitudes er~ developed more readily during 
the early school years when developtnental guidance should 
be the emphasis, although they can also be helped more 
effectively through remedial guidance at this age, as well 
as the preventive. guidance. 
2. The parent, childt and teacher can work together more 
closely at this early stage. The. parent is mor.e eager to 
cooperate, and the child feels pleast....ire a.t parent-tea.ch~r 
contactt therefore, the teacher can guide parents to 
proper· attitudes to meet the child's needs. 49 
3. Behavior patterns have not been hardened so there is a 
greater optimism toward corre.ction. 50 
. L~~ One teacher has contact with the child a.11 day for a 
year or even a second year, so understanding of the. child 
can develop in favor of the child's needs. 51 
5., When teachers are made aware of the need for guidance 
they a.re eager to use the resources, materials and tech• 
niques necessart; to do a good job for the child. 52 
6. If vocational adjustment is begun early1 there is fur• 
ther advantage to industry, for many potentially able 
49u t" • 9 ll L.'iar inson, 22.• ~·, P• - • 




workers are not efficient because of "pr~rsonal, emotional, 
and social factors,'' and early guidance would be. of monetary 
,, .. f . d f h f. f • .. i 53 savings i viewe rom t e e ~iciency perspect ve. 
7. The average classroom teacher l~ould perform better with 
the assistance of a guidance worker because there isn't 
enough time in an average school day for a teacher to carry 
out all the responsible services required nor do all have 
54 adequate training, and thus child guidance may be neglected. 
a. ~~ementary guidance is of intangible aid to the principal. 
It may be argued that elementary guidance is the obligation 
of the principal, but administrative duties and respon-
sibilities involving leadership may bogg dmm even the. best 
of a ~~1rincipal 1 s intentions. trlth the result that only 
emergency guidance is administered, not the developmental 
or preventive kit',.d. UHe can no more do the guidance work 
of his school than he can do all the teaching. u55 
9. Guidance in the elementar-t; school can be an asset to the 
program of the school psychologist.. School psychologists 
are kept busy in their own areas where there is a strong 
need and do not have the time to devote to guidance. as well. 
However, psychology and guidance a.re a good combination in 
which the elementary school. counselor can be trained to be 
York: 
53H. D. McDaniel et !!!.• , Readin~s in Guida.nee (Net·1 
Henry Holt and Co., 1959), p. 31. 
54 
Ibid., P• 32. 55Ibid. 
- -
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of assistance as a first n1ine of defenae, 0 for all pro-
grams eltt"ich the main objective• which is the adjustment of 
t l t ·1 ~ 56 1.'le Ct.1.l.. a. 
10. Guidance in the elementary school enables children to 
have an early contact with a counselor and to develop the 
concept that the counselor is interested in children with 
the goal of helping their fuller development.. The impor-
tant outgrowth of this contact is that children, entering 
junior high school will have a truer picture of th.e 
function of the guidance counselor. 
2. APPROACHl~S TO GUIDl~NCE AND 
PRELil'iINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
The inauguration of a guidance program involves an 
approach similar t<> th.at of counseling a. child. Th.e inform-
ation is p1 .. ese.nted, but the child must make the choice. and 
final decision. In deciding upon the guidance program for 
a particular school, the faculty must decide. what ia to be 
included in the planning. 
Three important steps that precede any inauguration 
are: 
l. Identification of needs, 
2. The study of existing services and development of 
postulates for a plan of action. 
56McDaniel, ··22.~ ili•, P• 32. 
3. Establishing public relations through mass media 
and group techniques. 
To inaugurate a program. certain asslL~ptions 
must be made which thereafter become basic to the 
operation. They are as follows: 
l. All plans put into action are to be bas~d on need 
and tailor-made for the local situation. 
(1) Recognize and identify existing needs. 
(2) Study the existing services and develop 
postulates for the local _program. 
(3) Establish oublic relations activities for 
gathering and disseminating information. 
2. Changes in the program can be made at any stage 
of development. 
(l)Evaluate new information against the original 
information used in identification of needs. 
(2) Change plans if the situation• attitudes, or 
people are not the sa~e as at the time of the 
original study. 
(3) Make any changes in the guidance program that 
are warranted by changes in other services in the 
school program. 
3. A nel1 or modified program is best inaugurated in 
stages .. 
(l) Select and start with a part of the program 
likely to receive a positive response. 
(2) Start with a part _of the program likely to 
bring immediate. results. 
(3) Consider the initial part of a progra~ 
inauguration as a pilot teat. 
4. The inauguration of a prog1"'am is extended over a 
period of time in which many activities occur prior 
to total imolementation. 
28 
(l) Recognize· the implemnntation of a change as a 
process requiring several steps. (Don't wait until 
evel)rthing is ready before starting). 
(2) Help faculty• students, and parents understand 
the long-range approach as well as the immediate one. 
5. Personnel are to be designated for specific duties 
in program inauguration or revision. 
(l) Assign specific responsibilities to each person 
involved in the prog~am. 
(2) Obtain sufficient authority for each person so 
that he may execute his responsibilities. 
(3) Clarify working relationships between persons 
within tha program and between the guidance staff 
and other school staff members. 
6. The beginning of the program1 like the entire program, is best when the plan is kept as simple as 
possible.57 
In planning a school guidance program. there are 
som~ vitally fundamental concepts to be kept in mind if 
guidance is to function in its appropriate role at the 
highest level of service. 
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Preliminary considerations in school guidance plan• 
ning should include the following principles: 
1. The aims of guidance are similar to the general object-
ives and philosophy of the. elementary school.. in concept 
and utility. 
2. The role of the teacher is vitalt for guidance in the 
elementary school is a part of good and effective teaching.58 
Elementary school guidance should be a. part of the school 
day• s plans, for guidance coinpleme.nts ine·truction. 59 
Teachers should not be afraid to asll? for help fearing they 
may be under ... rated.60 
57 Jo~uaph William Hollis and Lucile Ussery Hollis, 
Orttanizin .. for Effective Guidance (Chicago: Science 
Research Associates, Inc., l 65 , P• 73. 
58Gail Farwell, !?.a• cit.,, P• 56-57. 
59Milton V. Pullen, 0 Classroom Gt1idance 1 u Instructor (September• 1964)• P• 38• 
60Milton v. Pullen, t 101assroom Guidance• tt Instructor 
( Oeto ber; 1964) , p. 3E°f:• 
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3. lt is irnport.nnt th~'lt elementaey g,-u1 .. danee will. not be 
pewti:ttetl to d.'clJ:t in.to the evol v~..rnent of ·deal:£.~~ only w:t th 
p~:;blem cb.i1tlren; the dev~loprnent$.l oon.c•~.w;st must alwa~ra be 
61 the foren,ost concern .• 
l•• G<)od ~t-.C)rldng reltttlon.ships must exist bett~n~n the 
gu.i\lA11ee specialist, the principal .and th~ t.each~~s, as 
wall as <>th~ spoeial tn~'.rsonnel, if the p;uidance \'>rogr&tn is 
to be rriaintained in good wo1•1dl14;~ order.·62 
~ntnry aohoe"1t /;:tB eoinpared tdth ·tlu~t· in a .m~condticy f~oh~101.-
1.Jiff~rnne~~~ betwet:::n 0letnenttary school g;u:J ... da1ma and sooond• 
aey S·e.hoot gu:tdanee should be evaluated by the fc>llowing 
G l Het'\11$.t\ J * 
Hoose,. t1tdt\ance j,.n 
ly ant\ COi"Upa.ny • 
62aalph oari.y, :pp;·. e:i .. t., P• lS. 
't~n 
Mo.Mal• 
4. function of staf £ members 
. 63 s. goals to be sought at various educational levels 
The differences between el~entary and secondary 
school guidance are pointed out as follows; 
31 
l. Elementary school children have to be shown how to do 
things, not simply be giv-en verbal instructions as is the 
ease with older children in the secondary school because 
young children have not built concepts, experiences, and 
sufficient vocabulary at this stage of their development.& 
2. Though counseling is a one ... to-one situation, this does 
not always hold. true with e.lementa:ry counselin~t· Tb.is is 
beca.use a child's immaturity creates a need to work also 
with teaohers and parents in order to consider f a.ctors of 
the chitd*s proble.m. 65 
3. In secondary guidanc~ ·the counselor helps students with 
course selection, career planning, college placement and 
job placement. . 'this need does not exist at the elementary 
level, but would be more involved with. admlnistering g1 ... oup 
tests, preparing class profiles and interpreting them to 
63 ,_ .. . "N • • .. i:J.tJ.rold F+ Cottingham, 1· ati.onal-Level ProJect1on 
for Elementary School Guidance.," Personnel and Guida.nc;e 
Journal (January, 1966)• PP• 499·S02. 
6~ ' 
Ralph Garry, .2.1?• cit •• p. s. 
65 . ~ Herman .J. Peters, 22.• £!.!•• P• s. 
the taachers, more individual inventory and emphasis on 
orientation at each educational leve1. 66 
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4. 1l1he histot.,y of guidance in the elementary field was not 
a part of the history of guidance until recently. 'rhe. 
g-aida.nce needs of elementary school children are in areas 
of basic skills and th.e establishment of good habits in 
study• health, and social-emotional adjustment which are a 
part of good instruction because personnel work and 
guidance activities are interwoven in teachin.g. 67 
s. Traditionally, there are no personnel services which 
have been planned at the elementary level, but only in the 
secondar.1 schools. To.us personnel directors realize the 
. . . 68 
necessity of planning at the elementary level. 
6. Children at the elementary level have one teacher, whieh 
is not the ca.se at the secondary levei. 69 
7. Home..-.school rapport is at a peak during th.e child ta 
elementary school yea.rs and parents are eager to cooperate 
because of real concern to help the child achieve., 'tithereils 
66 Herman J. Peters, 22.• cit.-, P• s. 
67 
J. A. Humphreys and Artb.ur E. /'frEL"Cler, Guidance 
Services (Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 
1964), p~ 84. 
68ougald s. Arbuckle• Punil Perso1i:nel Set'vices in 
}.merican Schools (Boston: Allyn and Bacon,. Tnc. • 1§6'2) 1 
P• 402 •. 
69Ibid. 
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at the secondary school level the nconcern is too often 
purely a self-centered cultural reflection.u70 
8. The elementary school child's problems, from the per-
spective of the time element,. a.re "now-oriented• n whereas 
the secondary school student looks more to that of the 
'
1future"""oriented.. n 71 
4. THE PERSOrmEL IN THE ORGANIZATIO!q Al~D 
ADMINISTRJ\TION OF 'rli:E ELEtv.tENTAR.Y 
The opinions of elementary school personnel may be 
variedt so since the.re are. many involved in the tldministra""" 
tion of the guidance program, there is the requisite for 
leadership, for the delegation of the specific functions 
involved with definite understanding of the duties of each 
so that there will eA'i.st a coordination of activities w--lth• 
out unnecessary duplication and needless effort. Therefore,, 
the role and duties of each member in.valved in the organi~ 
zation and a<illlinistration of the elementary guidance 
progrrun must be clearly presented. 
The Principal 
Principals• attitudes of acceptance of the elemen• 
70 Dugald s. Arbuckle, op. cit., lh 40.3. 
71Herman J. Peters, op. £!!:.., P• s. 
tary counselor will ba a determining force toward the 
72 progress of the program. 
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In the event there is no elementary school counselor 
employed, then it would be tne duty .rif the principal to 
perform the duties of counseling children and to serve as 
consultant to teachers who may have problems t-tith thei1--
73 
children. 
Tne. following functions are presented as. those that 
~uld be. designated as the. responsibility of the principal 
in a guidance program in the elementary school: 
1. He realizes that elementary school children need the 
developmental assistance to supply their behavioral needs 
as well as the guidance to develop fottndatio11a.l attitudes 
• • 74 toward education and vocational knowledge. 
2. He accepts the program and supports it.75 
72
william P. McDougall and Henry M., Reiton, "'The 
Elementary Counselor a.s Perceived by Elementary Principals" 
Personnel and Guidance Journal (December, 1963), pp.348-354. 
73Fif.ward c. Roeber, Glenn E. Snith, and Clifford E. 
Erickson, Organization and i\dministration of Guidance Ser-
vices (New York: MeGraw Hilt Book Co., 1955) ,· P• SO. 
74Ft-ank.lin R. Zeran and Anthony c. Riccio, Organiza-
tion and Administration of Guidance Services (Chicago : 
'aana: 1-lcNaily and Company, i9(;fi), PP• l~l-182. 
75 Raymond N. Hatch and James Costar, Guidance Ser-
vices in the Elementa;::y; School (Dubuque, Iowa: ·wiilia.m c. 
Browtt Compa..~Yt 1964), P• 166. 
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3. He secures the appropriate staff for the effective func-
. ~ • • • d • 76 tioning of a guidance program and defines their uties. 
4. He makes provisions for any guidance materials needed 
and appropriate facilities for implen1entation. 77 
s. He assigns to the guidance counselor the actual imple~ 
• f • 78 menta.tion o the guidance program. 
6. He seeks the means to provide the understanding of the 
guidance program to the parents of his school and the com-
munity for effective public relations. He also encourages 
and provides for parent-study groups.79 
7. He provides a variety of activities within his school 
that will increase the knowledge of guidance prittciples 
a.nd procedures by the rest of the staf:f , 80 
8. He permits the use. of class time for any needed group 
guidarr.ce. 81 
9. He. constantly encourages evaluation at every step of 
the progra~ for continued improvement., 82 
76R.aymond N. Hatch, op. ill.•t P• 166-167. 
77 • " ~., p. 167. 
78p t . • t 1)1)1 
x; e ers •-21?.• .£.L•, P• tt.4 • 79Ibid. 
SO.John A., Barr, The .E!lementartl 'reacher and Guidance 
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1958}, P• 402. 
81 Peters, loo. cit. 
-·-
82Hatch, .Qll• ill•,· P• 167 • 
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Ti'le. ~:?rimaey x·ole of the teaeh0r is in the area of 
instl.~etio"l.1, in establish.it\~ the fou.11.d.at:tona arid th~ (leval• 
opmant of bnsio skills. An.y gt1:tda11ce attitudes e:¢vres.s·e.d 
by the teacher and any ooorm.rative guidance functions 
pt'!i""f ormed iu. th~~ classroom to f aeilitnte let1rn .. i..1i;.~ al a-o 
improva th.a over-all g11id,nnee p~gra..ftt• 83 
counselors: tnat it is "educational feathei~b~1<ldi.n1~r1 and. a 
"fad and frlll.'t Source$ of tb.ia feeling can be found i.n 
ttan ali<.mated teaeb.er and ·an ill•tnfot"Uted pt1blie. ,. In such 
cases the cou11.Selors have fail~d in tb.eilf" pritna.ry job of 
coolnltinieationl' At a first tea.cli.ei·s • meeting the faculty 
ahou1d be informed of a cou:naelo'r'a duties and th.e concer>t 
of thta 1.;;ounseling philosot)h.y should be e:v:pla~tned .. , It-very 
o~")t;~rtunity ~:;hould. be tQ.keu to in£oi"'m th.e public. Coun-.. 
lt is the belief of so.me 'that l.f cownselors do not 
1r r 1 ··1 o 
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achieve the result of a positive change in students' atti-
tudes then they are. only •timitation counselors, n filling 
only tha needs of the educators because the existence of 
such a position fulfills the requirements of a well-staffed 
school. If the students identify the counselor as being 
just like another teaohe.r, then nothit'lg has been gained. 
Students should be made to feel that this is ,a position in 
the school that has been created for them, for their own 
needs, :for their individual idiosyncrasies; good or bad. 
The entire staff should be mad.e aware of this r>hilosophy, 
and as the counselor's acceptance by the students increases 
so will the teachers' position be strengthened.SS 
At fir~3t, a variety of persons was designated to 
perform the duties of an elementary school counselor1 which 
included "audio-visual coordinators 1 teachet ... s, nurses, gen-
eral supervisors, principals, vice-principals, curriculum 
directors. and superintendents." ·rhis resulted in a variety 
of functional re.sporu;ibilities, with the ultimate result 
being the weakening of effectiveness of the guidance pro-
81 If . • i · "' .. h d f.. * • f h gram. . ,: . 1nconsistenc es p~rsi.st 1.n t e · e · l.n:t. tion o . -t e 
function of a school ·counselor. the result will be that 
Housa 
85Glen R. Rey, "Imitation Counselors", The Clearin~ (October, 1964), PP• 76-79. · 
86oai1 Fa.rwellt 22.• £.U, • PP• 486 ... 489. 
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much that is required of a counselor is not of true value 
toward the optimum results expected of his services. A 
counselor just cannot be nall things to all people 0 in an 
educational setting, and the. child cannot be effectively 
helped if the counseling position isn't clarified.87 The 
guidance objectives should be specifically defined, then a 
counselor•s responsibilities could be discussed with the 
principal and the counselorts activities would be 
l "'f" d 88 c an i.e • 
E.."Ca.tnples of tasks imposed upon the elementary school 
counselor that resulted in weakening the effectiveness of 
the guidance program were na.saemblies, ordering and distri-
bution of all books, supervision of cafeteria workers, 
sch.ool newspaper supervision and graduation. '1 Administra-
tive duties imposed upon counselors included. "teachers• 
meetings, pupil placement. a:nd test:i .. ng of groups ••• pupil 
transfers, curriculum planning. grouping, registration, and 
supervision of teachers. •t89 However, the counselor should 
take pa.rt in working for impi"'ovements through changes in the 
87 I. l\l. Berlin, nThe. School Counselor: Ria Unique 
Health Functionn Personnel and Guidance Journa.~ (January, 
1963), PP• 409•41~. 
88 . Thomas J. Sweeney, "The. School Counselor as Per-
ceived by School Counselors and Their Princir:>als" Person-
nel and Guidance.Journal (April, 1966), pp. S4Lt-.... 849. 
89Gail F. Farwellt oo,. £il•• pp. 486-489. 
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curriculum that will be of benefit to students in all levels. 
This would not be only in areas of instruction, but also in 
all e.xtra·curricular activities for nthe counselor is sta• 
tioned at the crossroads of student and community needs.n<J> 
There has already become a great demand for elemen-
tary school counselors in California evolving from accept• 
ance of this need by school officials and boards of educa• 
tion. In function; the order of time spent was 1'1ith the 
following duties: counseling, teacher consultation, the 
testing progra.i.11, parent eonsultation1 record keeping (eler• 
ical), adm.inistrative (the guidance program)• community and 
district referrals,.and research studiea.91 
The following functions of the guidance program are 
offered a.s the responsibility of the elementary school 
guidance specialist: 
1. To consult with parents and teachers and to become. in• 
volved with the curriculum toward uthe social and emotional 
development of all children with.in the schoo1.n92 
90Robert .J. Sw·an, 0 The Counselor and the Curriculum" 
Personnel and Guidan.ce Journal (March• 1~66 ), pp.689·693. 
9lwilliam H. McCreary and Gerald Miller, "Elementary 
School Counse.lors in California," Personnel and Guidance 
Journal (January• 1966), pp. 494-498. 
92 Dale F. Nitzschke, 22..• cit.•· P• 5 •. 
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2. To acquaint children with the need for an education and 
to orient them, by vocational planning• to the world of 
work.94 
3. To help teachers develop new enriching experiences for 
learning. 
4. To plan and coordinate team effo1"'ts and to develop trust 
and cooperation by relieving teachers of the fear of being 
thought incompetent. 
5~ 1.ro info~ and identify the duties of specialists avail• 
able to teachers. To encourage the teachers in accepting 
team work and asking for help. 
6., 'ro make a. study of a child for referral to the school 
psychologist. Here the counselor should emphasize the. 
child's educational setting (not the. psychological emphasis) 
and shell where c<>nce1~ is shown about the child ts relations 
with his teachers, his peers, his learning assets a11d weak-
nesses. The counselor should also skillfully and tactfully 
detect and deal with the teach.er•·s feeling and attitudes 
toward the. child.95 
Some psychologists fail in their efforts, because their 
individual examinations are at a level removed from the 
94Nitzsch.k.e, on. s!l•, P• s. 
95Mildred McQuee.n, ttimportance of r~ementary Guidance, " 
Rese~rch Report (Chica.go: Science Research Associ.ates, 
1965), P• 4. 
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tea.cher•s real concerns and they do not deal with the 
feelings of the teacher toward the child. 'the coun-
selor, working with both teachers and the psychologist 
! •• cai: do much. to cor9gct this weakness of communication 
in guidance programs. . 
1·. To evaluate. realistically by asking the right questions 
about the counseling progra"l'Il. Organizatio11 should not be 
the emphasis of evaluation, but.the concentration should be 
on how well the school is doing with the students, their 
healthy development and broadening of educational experi-
ences- .... tha important results of effective guidance practices. 
s. To initiate a case study of any child whose situation is 
not serious enough to call in the psychologist. All con• 
cerned on the staff may share in deciding what is best for 
• 97, the child. 
Soecial Service Personnel 
The following personnel are supportive to the. elem• 
entary guidance prograint 
l. The school psychologist 
2. Th.e school nurse 
3. 1111.e speech therapist 
4. The school social worker 
96M:ildred MoQueen, op. cit., P• 4. 
971bid •. 
-
The Guidance Conunittee 
The purpose of the guidance committee should be to 
atudy the guidance needs of the school and then set the 
guidance policies, It can also functiot1 in an advisory 
98 
capacity to the guidance counselor. 
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On the committee there should be a repreaentation 
from various areas of the school. Th.e principal should 
serve. in a consultant or ex-officio capacity., It should be 
composed of one teacher from every grade level, from dif• 
ferent points-of-view to help the com..rnittee. ., s pe.rspective, 
and of teachers with varied interests for enrichment. Also 
included should be the nurse, visiting teacherf and school 
psychologist. 
The elementa.cy counselor may serve as ch.airman of 
the guidance committee if she is careful to inspire cooper-
ation and a feeling of personal responsibility toward its 
effective functioning. If she realizes she is limited in 
this ability, then it is beat that another member serve as 
chairman with the counselor serving as advisor. 
Functions of the guidance committee in an elementary 
guidance. program may be: 
1-. Detennine the procedure to follow in establishing or 
revising a guidance program. 
98 Hollis, op • .Ei:S•t P• 98. 
2. Plan what type of recommendations or any information 
that is to be given out to the pa.rents. 
3. Take responsibility for the methods of presentation of 
in-service education in guidance. 
4. Serve cooperatively with the faculty to present their 
views on guidance, or in any other liaison capacit;;. 
s. See that there is constant evaluation of the guidance 
program. 
6. Appoint a sub-committee to perform specific duties in• 
volved with a.particular phase of guidance that needs to 
be attended to. 
5. THE ADMINISTRATION OF GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES 
IN '!'HE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
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Integrating all gu:i .. dance. activities at eve.ry level 
from kindergarten to sixth. grade is pre.f e.rable and more ef • 
f icient because the develop.mental pattern of each child is 
, ,,,. 
evident for observation every year tb:rough use of the same 
methods,. For e...~plet a child's position on a sociometer 
may show a truer picture if there were sociometers for all 
his preceding years. 
The guidance progrS4--n should also be organizecl on a 
yearly basis, with duties to be performed before the 
opening of school, and with month-by-month activities listed. 
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Flexibility would allow for necessary adjustments as per-
tinent needs arise. Su.ch structuring would help to reveal 
any flaws or poor scheduling in the guidai~ce program. 
Def ore the ooeni!\% of school 
In talking with teachers about ele.metlte.ry school 
guidance the role of the classroom teacher should be recog-
n.i2e.d. It should be pointed out that the activities that 
had been carried on by teachers for years we.re good guid• 
ance techniques and that, always, good teachers understood 
their pupils and kept contact ~with parents. It is mmportant 
that rapport with teachers be established early. so that 
appropriate attitudes become established, and that they 
feel tl10 security of discus~ing children who had been 
givi1i.g them concern.99 
Ooll.ectinr4 and Using Data .About :the ,Individual, 
Wfue process of learning is peculiarly persons.1.n 
Tne school must know the child and help him to learn by 
helping the child with his problems.. The greater arnount 
that is done with the preventive aspect, the less need to 
100 
be done with the curative. 
99 Einery Stoops, Guidance_. Services Orfanization and 
.Administration (New York: McGraw Hiil Co •• 95§), p. 5-s. 
lOONa.tional Eleme.ntat Princinal, ttGuidance for To-
day's Chil ren,' rrh1rty-t1ird Yearbook lfurnber, (Sept~e.r, 
1954), Introduction. 
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Gather:f.ng pupil data early and faithfully 9 and effi-
ciently maintaining a progression of records on a child is 
one means of showing a child's developmental pattern. A 
trained observer th~q csn catch any "drastic and sudden 
changes in pupil. be.ha'tfiorn and prevent any unf avorabl~ pat-
terns from developing in a child if l""ecords have provided 
"the base. from which teachers can vi~w pupil growth and 
101 
development." 
Since. it is the function of elementary school guid-
ance services to help the child in his personal and social 
development during his e1~'1lenta.ry school days, up-to-date 
information must be kept on the child's physical, mental, 
soeial• and emotional development during this period.l02 
The knowledge. we gather about a child can be sub• 
divided into three categories: 
1. Knowledg,e about the child as a person. 
2. Knowledge a.bout the child•s world. 103 3~ Knowledge about the child's relationships. 
Some techniques of collectia~ data for use in study~ 
ing children are presented: 
l. Questionnaire, or personal data blank. Parents fill out 
lOlRoeber, OR• ill•• P• 138. 
102 
Garry, .QE.• ill•, P• 16. 
l03Ibid., p. 28. 
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the first que3tionnaire when entering o. child in school. 
The information from it can be transf crred to the cumula• 
tive folder. The advantage of the questionnaire is that 
h • nf . b . • kl 1 l 04 muc J. ormat1on can e acquJ..red qu1c -Y wi.en needed. 
2. Autobiography. Structurin~:; may decrease as chiJ_dren 
mature and their development of concepts increases. 
3. Wishes and Dreams, a Pi--ojective Technique. Asking chil-
dren to write about the three wishes they would like to have 
come true gives an insight into the child's inner desires 
and emotions. 
Lh Rating Scale. This tool is useful for self-rating or 
counselor-teacher rating of pertinent functions. 
s. Check lasts. This method is also useful as a guidance 
tool; a quick 'l'la.y to evaluate skills, characteristics• and 
social qualities. Children can use it for self-evaluation. 
6. Anecdotal record. This is the reporting of a signifi-
cant incident of a child' a behavior,. It is V4'.\luable in 
revealing development and progress or regreGsion of the 
child, and should be included in the cu..~ulative folder if 
there is a sufficient number to give a valid ~icture of 
the child's behavior.105 
lOL~ Robert H. Knapp, Guidance in the Elements School 
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1959 , PP• 52--3. 
105 Peters, op.£!!., P• 107. 
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7. Sociometer, Social Distance Seale, and Quess Who Tech• 
nique. There are various means of discovering the. group's 
dynar:tics and coherence., the leaders and the rejected. 'Yhe 
school counselor can help a teacher with these if the 
teacher feels uncertain, and more reliability can be. 
achieved if no emotion is shown by whoe.ver adminiGters the 
test. The younger children lack the maturity to respond to 
questions so it is best that they be given the test individ-
ually. Results should also be included in the cunrulative 
- 106 xolder., 
a. Cumulative record. 
Cumulative. records can serve three functions of the 
sch?ol--J?upil a159unting, teaching efficiency, and 
pupil guidance. 
9. Scattergra.m. A method for showing the relationship or 
correlation between ability and achievement so that under-
achieve.rs and ove"rach.ievers can be identified early in 
. ios 
every subJect. 
10 •. Home Visits. During home visits the teacher should 
notice the cultural bacltground provided by the pa.rents, any 
sibling rivalry or parental f avoritiam attitudes of the 
106 Garcy, op. cit., pp.393•424. lO? Ibid., p. 31. 
lOSPete.rst .9.E.• ill• t P• 112. 
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parents and the disciplinary methods use.d.109 
ll. Physical examinations. Poor health, eyesir~ht• and 
hearing, are all influential factors in a child's over-all 
development t so this aspect should never be m1er-looked. 
12. Case history and case study, 'lne case.history is a 
synthesis of i.n£ormatio11 made pei,.ioclically, preferably 
over a long period of time and is more detailed than the 
cumulative record. The case study is th.e analysis of the 
case history that includes interpretation of the indivi-
dual' a probleins and a.djusttnent difficulties. It is help• 
ful in personality research to see what factors of the 
1 .. . 1. d. f.r::. 1 . 110 persona l~ ty patterns are cnusing t~1e 1 · .cicu tJ..es. 
13. Case conference.. This ~s a meeting enlled "staffing11 
to discuss an individual ease, which may include the prin• 
cipal, teacher, counselor, psychologist, social 't'torkeJ.•, 
and psychiatrist. 
14. Use of children•s art or creative work. 
15. Interviews with the child or his family. 
16. Interest inventories, also records of leisure and 
hobby activities. 
17. 'l'encher observations. Several ways in which a teacher 
can observe studet1ts· are dm.~ing group work and committee 
109
aoeber, o,p. cit., p. 138. 




assign.~ents, during sharing p~riods, during doll-house 
play in the primary grades and while role-playing in the 
upper grades. Several types of charts can be devised for 
checking off items of study about students as student part-
icipation charts, pupil communication charts, and charts of 
. i l t . lll conversation t t es or opics. · 
18. 'l\vo•teacher technique. In this technique an uob-
serving teacher" remains in the room while. teachinrs by the 
regular is going on and observes ·and records information of 
value. to a particular problem situation. An elarnen-ta.ry 
counselor can be of invaluable assistance to.the faculty 
in this area.., The teacher aii.d counselor can m.eet as soon 
as possible after the class period and compare observations·. 
Evaluation, future p1--ocedures to help the situation, and 
. . • b d. 112 even specific techniques can e iscussed. 
The Testing Prop;ram 
Testing is important in helping the. counselor a.nd 
teacher to understand children and to aid in guidance and 
counseli-P.g. It is a means of communication with parents, 
and gives clues to the ehild•s background. 
111rrarold F. -Cottingharn, Guidance in Elementa~ 
Schools t r11~inciplea and Practices {Hloorniugton, Illinois: 
McKnig'tl.t and lvf ••cKnight Publishing, Co., 1956 ),. p.32,33.36,37. 
ll2Cott - -1 - - • t n? 
. J..ngna.'111, 22. • .£1.._ • ' P • "'- • 
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It must be remembered that the. interpretation of a 
test is no more reliable than the ability of the one who 
interprets the tests. The skill and background of the inter-
preter also determine the interpretation A dang(~r in the 
use of tests is generalization. 
Testing is helpful toward correct place.rnent of 
students a.1i.d an evaluat5 .. on of progres.s in the cu.rriculu..Yll. 
Areas to consider itt the choice of a teat are : 
l. Aptitude-·latent, undeveloped potential 
2. Ability--capacity to perform 
3. Achie.vement--deg:ree to which achieved 
4~ Interest 
Four factors constitute a good testing program. 
They are: 
l. Careful selection (norms) 
2 • ~Proper adtitinistra.tion (follow the manual, with no 
deviations) 
3. Accurate scoring 
4. Intelligent interpretation 
Ways to interpret test scores to children are: 
1. Review the types of items in the subtests to refresh. 
their meraory. 
2. r~~lain how raw scores, percentile.s are. derived and 
about age•equivalent. 
3. Explain that "ba.nds 0 of grades, as a 75, may haite a 
five point deviation and vary from 1o~ao. 
4. Explain about the national norms and local norms so the 
child can realistically compare himself ~ri.th others. 
s. Help the students to make Q profile cha.rt and use a 
s&itple one to explain the test results. 
Some nrincinles to observe in discussing test results 
with youngsters to help insure good mental hygiene: 
l. Don 1t reveal the scores of a youngster to others 
unless he ~grees w;i.thout p1~esaure to allow you to 
do so. 
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2. Never hold up a low score to a child--even privately 
--as a disgrace.. The.re's a reason for the low score 
(itts sometimes the fault of the test or tester,too); 
find out what it is and talk about the reason as much 
as the score·. 
3. Don't praise high scot'es while censoring the low· 
ones., e'1en by omission. Remember, half of o. large group 
·· falls a.hove and half falls below the average f 
4.- . i;.ssure and re.assure children that these scores will 
not influence their grades--then f;ee to it that they 
don 1t! 
s. Rar-ely should a single.person's scores be the object 
of cl~ .. rn dii;cussion, rather group scores or averages .• 
If low or hip.~h. scores as such are to be. discussed, talk 
about them in the abstract, not in relation to any 
actual pupil's ·results. 
6. Tal"...e extra time and effort to counsel individually 
with over-anxious eh.il.dre.n. Help them minimize in 
their own th.inking. the importance of test scores. 
Atudoua children of ten feel insecure, f~g unexplained 
test scores may increase this feeling. 
Ways to interpret test results to parents: 
_L, Consider their nealth1 economic and educational level 
ll30o . .. . . •t 31 
· ttingnam t .2J2.. .E.!-• t P • • 
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and speak. in a language they can understand. 
2. The student's I.Q. should never be revealed.. It is best 
to express his degree of ability by e.,~planations, as uzie 
has unusual abil i ty0 or if a low I • .Q.. say 0 He is perform:t.n.g 
a.s "t-U~ll as expected~ 0 If the student has high intelligence 
but poor achievement mention the. are.a of high.est ability 
(verbal, mathematical., mechanical) but inform the pa.rents 
that he has not achieved sufficiently. 
3~ Point out contradictions in data beo~een test results 
and teacher observations of poor work. 
4. It is quicker to have group conferences for a general 
explanation of test results and then have individual con-
ferences later~ 
Parent-Teacher Conferences 
Sinoe onl-y a. portlon of the. ch5.ld' s day is spent in 
school, thez-e is rnuch in its life that cnn be of influence 
to its developm.ental adjustment and beha.v:i.or to ·which the 
teacher has limited access unless there is rapport with the 
parents. Contacts of communication should be established 
before problems develop to secure the feeling of security 
and acceptance a parent may need to prevent apprehension 
of parent-teacher conferences. During such contacts the 
basis for future friendly relationships can be established 
by the teacher by her acceptant, helping attitude that will 
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uphold the. self-esteem of the parent and relax his faltering 
ego. If the teacher relays the child's expressions of love 
and pride for his parents this can create a positive a.tti-
114 tude toward the child by the parent. 
Conferring with parents is like counseling and there 
are certain conditions th.at set the stage for A success-
ful conference. 'faey are: 
l. Sensing of the need for the conference by the pa.rent 
and being aware of the value of comrnunication with his 
child's teacher. 
2. Careful planning must precede. a conference with all 
pertinent information well-reviewed, ::Hunples prepared to be 
sh.own, and a mental list of what to discuss tri .. th the parent·. 
3. Attentive listening to the parental ~)oint-of•vicw with 
respect and.en1pathy is 1tecessnry. 
4. Keeping the discussion going by use of open-ended 
questions. 
5. Keeping confidential all that was revealed. 
115 
6. Maintaining some. follo~1·up. 
The parents' self -es teem can also be built b)t re.-
laying the feeling to them that the difficulty of their 
ll4Gu:tclip.g Toda;z:' s Childre.nt Los Angtles County 
Superintendent of Schools Office (Los Angeles: California 
Test Bureau, 1959)• PP• 29-32. 
115&vin w. Detjen and Mary Detjen, Elementerx Schoo!, 
Guidance (He·w York: McGraw Hill, 1963), pp. 211-21!1-. 
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child does not mean they are failures as parentG. Sympathy 
of parents* problems is. considerate, but judgment of them 
is unacceptablelll6 
The child•s feelings are important in the confer-
ence and should be discussed by the parents with the teach-
er. Both should· be alert to catch any revealing of feelings 
by the child about himself, his playmates, his home., com-
munity, and his teacher .. ll7 
The counselor shoul .. d work individually (in certain 
cases) and in groups with. you}')..g parentr~ who a.re insecure 
about the best way to be a parent and yet want to know the 
correct philosophy and. procedure for rearing their family. 
lnere sb.ould be regularly scheduled child study groups 
throughout the year in oooperation with the P.T.A. with 
even the grandparents invited to share thei.r experiences 
and to help them to be aware of the need for unity of ·~is• 
cipline in the home. One evening meeting a week c~.n be. 
conducted so that fathers who are interested can also 
attend~ Films can also be shO't<Tn. to inforol r.>arents about 
116Alice E. Abbe, "Consultation to a School Guidance 
Program, u Elementarz School Journal (:March• 1961 ), pp.331-
339. 
117Grace Langdon and Irving w. Stout, Teacher-Parent 
Interviews (Englewood Cliffsi New Jersey: Prentice-I-fall, 
Incl, i9ss'), PP• 27-38. 
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education. ·:me. National Education Association has a series 
of films., "Parents Ask about School,u that answer questions 
parents may have on homework, motivatio1t, intelligence 
tests, and slow learners. 
Giving plays about mental health and conducting 
study groups can add interest and vitality. Some suggested 
areas of study for parent groups are listed in parents• 
magazines. Reading material for preparation could be cir-
culated ahead of time, bulletin board displays could spark 
int~rest, and pertinent material could be locate\d by the 
parents also. Stimulating parent participation contributes 
f h d • 118 success o t e un ertaking. 
G~oup Guidance 
- 8 r 
Group guidance and group interaction are essentially 
the sa~e~ The pupil begins to socialize through directing 
himself by means that will earn hl-rn a place in the group, 
as being cooperative and sensitive to the need~ of others. 
He become..s less a.ggre.}Jsive and less hootile for he finds 
119 that being tolerant will help him to be. accepted. 
118 Sara Lou Hammond, et &·, Good; School.a for Yount£ 
Children (New York~ ·rhe MacMillan Company1 1964), pp.295-
298. 
l19~1illey. OD. cit., P~ 284. 
---
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0 Just as in private guidancet the values of group 
guidance divide themselves into developmental, diagnostic, 
and therapeutic. 0120 111e areas of mental health and a 
childts readiness should be considered, for participating 
at any task. at the right stage of development leads to hap-
pier adjustment and confidence, and builds up the self-
1 ,., .. concept • .-.L 
T'n.e counselor should meet with teachers at every 
grade le.vel and discuss ·ways of providing group guidance 
within the regular classroom situation, for a. teacher's 
classroom or<J~mization can en.courage or pre.ve11t group co• 
herence. 'lb.en she should meet with each teacher individu-
ally and on the basis of the sociograin and the fJocial dis-
tance scale, they should discuss ways of grouping for 
various situations. r.rh.is should be a. cooperative under-
taking with the counselor and the teacher in a relaxed at-
mosphere. of understanding that throughout there will he 
0 e.xpe.rime11ta.tion, evaluating, atid replanning 0 for the best 
"·.. 122 posS:i.ble results. 
Tne grouping for seating should follow the socio-
gram where the isolates should be placed next to those the.y 
120 . ~~~,· 
Batt, QI?.• £.!!.•, P• ' 
121 • . 31~ 12?~;Ji.lley, op. cit., P• ~. -~., P• 284. 
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showed that th.ey preferred and on down the line. Then there 
would be grou?ing for reading skills, a different grouping 
for arithmetic skills. T'ne aociogra~ would be helpful in 
comrnittee arrangements to work on unit activities. I~ad­
ership can be developed for many pupils th.rough. many dif-
ferent situations in which they be.st excell. Here is where 
an isolate or a bully can be helped to exercise leadership, 
and a shy child can gain sts.tus.123 
With younger children, the teacher unassumingly and 
tactfully guides the progress of '!)Upil leadership in groups 
by helping the group to pror~ress from one stage of action 
t t i, t...- h " d l • . 124 G · o ano . t.l.e1,.. tLu.-oug . questions• an exp . ainuig. Jroups 
from all ages need guidance in evaluating the ideas sug• 
gested and in seeki11g further explanations before. accepting 
or rejecting but a '=nse teacher or counselor often steps 
be.ck to see how the children me.et the situation so th.at she 
can plan for further skill development in group guidance.125 
In group activities the ways of democracy should be 
taught as a way of life through h~lping children to see 
that cooperation and group effort are better than selfish-
ness. that accepting change is desirable and that it is 
123 ... !t.:l"' lt ~03 
W.L ~ey t 00• ~· t '?• .;; • 124Ibi· d... .... 311 
·"' P• · .• 
125Ibid.t.P• :S~g. 
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effective to use the problem-solving method. 
A child is more adequately studied if he is studied 
as a member of his group as well as individually.126 There 
should be a knowledge of children• s growth cha:racteristics 
and needs if one is to profit from. group study. Adjust-
ment of a. child to the group is not evident by the frequency 
of his contact with the group. To judge this accurately one 
needs to know the child's attitude toward himself, and his 
127 
feelings about others. 
Teachers need more help from counselors in the area 
of identifying and planning for gifted children. It is the 
counselor 0 who must study the child, diagnose his weak-
nesses, build uoon his successes, ai.i.d help the teach.er to 
128 
do the same-.~' 
Are.as for group guidance in counseling tvhel. .. e ehil· 
drenls needs can be met may be stated: 
1. The building,~£ good social habits. Isolates who have 
not developed the accepted social skills at home need op .. 
portunities in school to learn them. Also included would 
12~> 'H • • 66 
.,·Ruth .1.~1artinson, .2.1?.• ~·-; p. · • 
127 
_!ili. t P• 125, 68, 66. 
128 . 
. Mn.a. L. Ha.rrison, "The Elementary School Coun-
selor and the Gifted Underachiever0 Personnel and Guidance 
Journal (April, 1963), P• 716. 
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be responsibility, initiative, self-reliance, honesty, and 
. . 129 
the. ability to get along tri.th others~ . 
2. Building attitudes of tole.ranee.• respect, sympathy a.nd 
good will toward others not like .ourselves. 
3. CUltivating desirable personal qualities and dev0lopirig 
friendships. 
4. Conducting nondirective play therapy. 
s. Talking over common personal problems. 
6. freaehing relationship between education and employment: 
a. Orientation to the world of t-rork. through units on 
education and vocations. 
b. Enriching experiences through trips• interviews, 
and films. 130 
7. Providing articulation and orientation. 
8. Under.standing our physical needs. 
9. Studying aggressive behavior. 
10. overcoming fear and jealousy. 
11. Learning a.bout and developing good study habits. 
Suggestions for techniques of conducting good 
guidance sessions: 
l. Providing group discussion .... -when free. eA11ression of 
129n· 11 - • t ?SU. 
wl. ey, 21?.• .91:_• • P• ..,. .• 
130ohio Guidance Papers, 2£• .£!!., P• 6. 
opinions and feelings are encouraged, a sense of cooper-
ation develops "\-thich leads to planning and \rorking to• 
131 gether. 
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2. Forming buzz groups--dividing the class into small in-
formal groupings for a brief time to discuss a pertinent 
topic of common interest. The opinions are presentad after 
the time limit by each group and combined into a class 
summary. This is an e~tcellent device to study individual 
child and group dynamica.132 
3. Appointing committees of pupils. 
4. Telling reaction stories and encouraging role-playing. 
s. Using problem-solving techniques--th.e methods of scien-
tific problem solving are used to identify and solve per- · 
133 
so11al probl~-ns. 
6. Presenting th~ case me.thod--first dascribin~ the case of 
a particular person in a situation that is open to solution 
and then letting the group decide how the problem should 
134 
be.st be solved. 
131 •. • • ..,_.,. . i 6 Gui.ding Today s Cu..Lldre.n, .QE.• c t., pp. 2-66. 
132 
Ibid. 
133 Margaret- E. Bennett, Guidance and Counselip.g; in 
Groups (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company,. 1955), · 
PP• ll3•ll6. 
134Ibid., PP- 121·124. 
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It is important that mention be made of nondireotive 
play therapy. This permissive therapy with young or middle 
grade children has been found to help the child release 
inner tensions and develop toward f evorable change and im-
provement of self-control. 1'bree basic attitudes that the 
therapist must possess if children are to be successfully 
helped, ares 
(1) faith, expressed as a pervasive belief in the chitd•s 
ability to work out his difficulties and discover what 
is best for him; (2) acceptance, shown through encour-
aging the child to e.A1'ress his feelings and himself 
fully and to explore his attitudes freely; (3) respect. 
manifested in the relationship with the child in ways 
to C<_>nvince hif3~hat his self ia regarded as worthwhile and 1.mportant., 
It was found that permissiveness in the classroom 
increased feelings of social acceptance by the group-.136 
Non~directive play therapy is based on the theory that 
within each individual there is the. inner force. to achieve 
"self-realization", and if he "plays out 0 his disturbing. 
feeling through the expression of play, the tensions are 
released a.11d there is im1)rovement. To.ere are. eight basic 
principles of play therapy, which a.re listed ata follows: 
l .. The. therapist must develop a ·warm, ftiendly rela-
tionship with the child, in which good rapport is 
established a.s soon as possible. 
135 




2. The therapist accepts the child exactly as he is. 
3. The therapist establishes a feeling of pe:rmissive• 
ness in the relationship so that the child feels free 
to express his feelings completely. 
4. The therapist is alert to recog;nize the f eelin,,'1ts 
the child is ell.-pressing and reflects those feelings 
back to him in such a manner that he gains insight 
into his behavior. 
5. The therapist maintains a deep respect for the 
child•s ability to solve his own problems if given an 
opportunity to do so. The responsibility to make. 
choices and to institute change is the child's. 
6. The therapist.does not attempt to hurry the therapy 
along. It is a gradual process and is recognized as 
such by the therapist. 
7. The therapist does not attempt to direct the child's 
actions or conversation in any manner. The child 
le.ads the way; the therapist follows. 
8. Th.e therapist establishes only those limitations 
that are necessary to anchor the therapy to the world 
of reality and to make the child awr37 of his 
responsibility in the relationship. 
Counseling 
Since counseling is the heart' of the guidance ser-
vice the need for counseling must supersede all other 
activities. In addition to the suggestions of ways for 
group guidance in counseling expressed previously, pro-
vision must be made for counseling individually with as 
many students as it is found that need this help, without 
delay. 
Some definitions of counseling may help to clarify 
137v· · · 1 i i < i.rg1n1a Mae Axl net P ay Tl1e1~apy Ne~·1 York: 
Houghton Mifflin Companyt 1947), P• 15, PP• 75-76. 
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the diversity of opinions concerning counsel:f.hg: at the 
elementary le.vel. .t\rbuckle te?.i:na counseling as an °inter-
.. 1 "138 I! tf action between b"7o pe.op e. Peters terms 1t a on.e..,.to-
139 
one rela.tionship.u Dr. Austin Grigg, in a lecture given 
on July 23, 1965, succinctly defines oounaeling a.s a 0 pro-
cess which takes place. in a f ace•to-f ace relationship be-
tween an individual who is troubled by non-medical prob-
lems with which he has been unable to cope alo'n~ and a 
professional work.er whose training and experience has 
I 
qualified him to aid others to rc!ach S?ltttions. n · 
It is the opinion of some that ai1 elemantary school 
child is too young_ to reason and to be able to verbalize 
. 1· 140 f' i· . i~ d his true fee ings. Tb.ese ee ings may exist .:.. a ult .or 
secondary school guidance methods are to be applied to 
counseling in the elementary school. Perhaps some broad 
principles may need to be appliedi but always, the child•s 
level of understanding should be the guiding principle of 
the development of the counseling process,141with th~ ai.n 
totvard a onenesr:! of the. acceptance of self and the power of 
138Arbucklet 22.• cit., P• 165. 
139 ' 
Peters, oo. £i.!.•t P• 143. 
140 . ~., P• 141. 
141Ibid., P• 144•145. 
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learning and creating. Counseling should be deve.lopmantal, 
extending over the years of the child's growth in the elem• 
entary school. The counselor must always remain aware that 
th.is is a basic function of guidance at this l~vel. 1L~2 
The non-directive basic principles of play thera9y· 
previously expressed would.also successfully apply to the 
counseling of a child, Before the sta.i ... t of the counseling 
session the counselor muat be prepared by studyin..~ all data 
concerning the child. Si.nee. the aim is to help the chj.ld 
arrive at its own directed solutions, the counselor re-
flects the feelings and attitudes as e..."q)ressed by the child 
so that the problarn can be understood and analyzed. Each 
conference should end pleasantly with a summary of Wl1''1t 
developed and "some definite plan of action.nl43 
6. EQUIPMENT 
l. The guidance office should be centrally located within 
easy reach of children, but not as a part of the pr.inci• 
pal's office where guidance may be associated with disci" 
pline. 
2. Ideally• it would be nice to have a reception room. In 
the reception room can be a se.tee and ch.a.i.rs, a round_ table 
142Pe.ters, op. cit., P• 144-145. 
143 -· 
Detjen, 
.2.E.• cit., P• 8·9. 
-
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with flowers or a centerpiece. and some tablearm chairs for 
the use of students who may have writing or work to do for 
any reason. Here can be the "parents• library corner,n 
attractive reading materials at all levels for children, 
some child.rents games and puzzles, and pictures on the wall. 
3. The private conference or guidance room should have space 
to store records, room space for testing, interviewing. ai'l.d 
group guidance. It should have privacy and be attractively 
furnished, also have pictures on the wall. Here can be 
kept printed forms, guidance publications, the C't.Lt!ulative 
records, and standardized tests. There should be ample 
ll-t.4 
cabinet space.. 
4-. trhere should be. a bulletin board, within the reception 
room or outside the door in the hall. The bulletin board 
can be 0 a.s important to guidance. as window-dressing is 
to a smart apparel shop.u145 Here an arrangement can be 
displayed whenever there is a school unit in progress on 
some fonn of guidance. 
144Susan E. Shennan• uorganizing, Planning and 
Initiating a Gu:i.dance Program, n American ,Guidance Pro~;ram 
kfonotraphs (Boston: Research Publishing Company, 1935), 
PP• .i5. 
l45Sliennan, op. ill•, P• 17 • 
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7. EVALUATION AND RESEi\RCH 
After a guidance program has been organized and put 
into operation, just as with all other aspects of education, 
it can never remain static. H.esearch and evaluation must 
be constantly in process~ Concerning the evaluation of a 
guidance program, the school's purpose must first bade.fined 
by the staff to re-emphasize child gr0trth. Then child be-
havior must be studied• and through. testing and recording. 
show the growth and what the school is doing for the child. 
fI'he.n, as at the first., the chiJ..d' s growth mur:>t again be 
146 
related to the purposes of the school • 
• \\\8 a guide. to evaluation the following character-
istics of an affective guidance program are presented: 
l. Children who live in a guidance-centered environment 
and atmosphere are free. to be children,, ('I'hey have 
sound mental health). 
2. 'reachers who· are pa.rt of a guidance-centered envir-
on..~ent have learned much about children and their 
growth patterns and needs. 
3~ Continued in-service study and improvement is a 
characteristic of. the guidance-minded staff. 
4. Within the diverse activities of the group, a 
thret:id of planned coordination exists. 
s. Special personnel in guidance possess the proper 
qualifications to serve as resources to the staff in 
relation to both individual and group needs. 
6. In the 1Juidance program, home-school contacts 
are made early in the guidance-centered school. 
7.. If the guidance prograrn is successful, staff morale 
is h:i.gh.. 
s. The successful guidance program is recognized. ·as a 
continuing and woi'thy service to all persons in the 
COD.1t.'11Uni ty • 
146Farwell, 22• cit., p.55-62. 
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9. Follow-up studies are planned methodically in a 
successful guidance program. (1\.sse.sament of adjust• 
ment at higher grade levels helps plan future guidance 
activities in the elementary school).147 
8. A SAMPLg TIME ... l'ABLE FOR YE..·~H.•ROUIID 
GUIDANCl~ SE:RVICES 
June 
1. Complete any clerical reports or compiling of data. 
2., Reorganize the file.s. 
3. Make any home visits deemed important for follow-up. 
4. Hold requested conferences. 
s. Order any tests and material needed for the 
following year. 
l. Do professional reading. 
August 
1. Meet parents and pupils from all grades who are to 
be new entrants to the school~ Have a conference t.ti th 
each. Plan a simple orientation sheet giviri..r~ important 
information about the school and any of its traditions 
or annual events. Add informat:ton a.bout the classroom, 
the child's teacher• and interesting comments about 
activities. Then show them around the school, takin~; 
147Ruth Martit1son; .22• ill•• PP• 271-.274. 
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in the classrooms 1 library, cafeteria, Gnd playeround area. 
~eptember 
1. Orientation meetings for kindergarten pa.rants. 
2. Schedule time for standardized tests to be given 
in all grades. 
3. Schedule and secure consultants, supervisors, or 
special personnel for in-service meetings. 
4. Help teachers unfamiliar with any records, cumu-
lative folders, and class record sheets. 
s. Begin individual or group get-acquainted confer• 
ences with all students above fourth grade~ 
6. Help teachers ~ho request assistance in the con-
struction of a sociogram, its plotting, then in its 
interpretation. 
7 • Study all socd.ograms with the individual teachers 
to determine gu.idance techniques for correction of 
problems or maladjustments. 
October 
1. Conduct group guidance activities about the world 
of work. 
2. Worlc. with teachers on having chlldren t-reite auto• 
biographies, inte.i""est inventories, and persoTh'':llity 
inventories. 
3, Stu...1.y problem children and make profile charts to 
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begin counseling for improvement. 
4. Continue individual conferences with upper-graders. 
5. After the first six-wee.l.:s grades are given out, 
identify underachievement through acattergrams. 
6. Meet with parents of childron who sh.ow signs of 
underachievement for early help. 
Nove.;.--nber 
1. Conferences with teachers as needed (a contj~nuous 
process the year-round). 
2. Counseling as needed (a co11.tinuous process). 
3. Arrange for parent classroom visitations and 
I.. • • d. • A.... • , .. ....1 • l l • , activities · uring A-uu.erican ~:~J.u.ce.t1on ~·.e<?...tt:.. 
4. Group guidance activities,. 
5. Pa.rent education gi~oups. 
6. Small guidance groups of children on talking over 
common personal problems. 
December 
l. Plan a school•wide ~uidance unit on good manners 
and courtesy. 
2. Continue group guidance activities 1 counselin.gt and 
parent education groups. 
Januatt 
1. Make profile charts from test results. 
2. Have chi.ldren prepare rating scales of their 
progress on good manners and courte.ny • 
.3., Continue group guidance activities, counseling, 
and parent education groups. 
Fe brunr-1 
l, Provide for the giving of another sociogram and 
re ... aaS.·esa the needs of ·pupils; evaluate. 
2. Continue group guidance activities, cou1i.seling, 
and parent education groups. 
:March 
l. Plan a school-w:tde unit 011 good health, and 
personal good_ grooming. 
2. Continue group guidance, counselin~, and parent 
education groups. 
3.. "Roain" for obse.1"'vatio11 of other elem.entary school 
guidance programs that are outstanding, eveu out-of-
state. 
April 
l. Group guidance with the si:cth grades in choosing 
a curriculum for junior high school. 
2. Begin preparations for graduation a.ctivit:tes. 
3. Continue group guidance, ctJUnseling, and parent 
education groups. 
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l. Orientation meeting for kindergnrten parents for 
junior-primary registration. 
2. SiA'th grade orientation to junior high school. 
3. Orientation of sixth grade parents. 
4 .. Graduation e::cercises. 




PROCEDURJ~;S USED IN GATHERING DATA 
A check list survey of opi1U.ons regardin.r~ the need 
for special resource personnel was formulated. The ques-
tionnaire was constructed so that it was comprehensive and 
so that it could be quickly and easily completed by teach• 
ers. 
For permission to conduct the survey in each school 
division the appropriate director was contacted. In the 
Richmond Pt.tblic Schools this was Mr. George o. :Mcclary, 
Director of Guidance Services; in Chesterfield County this 
was Mr. M.R .. Schools, Director of Instruction; in Henrico 
County this was Mr. Rod Britton, Director of Instruction. 
In each of the three Private schools, the headmaster or 
headmistress was approached. The 0urpose of the study was 
outlined, a.lon:_~ with the planned procedures to be used. 
As permission was given by each school division, the 
n&~es of the principals of the select~d schools were pro-
vided for the author to contact. In Henrico County and in 
the Ric'tt11ond Public Schools a ma"'1lorandum was sent to each 
principal by the director explaining the situation and a 
request for assistance of the principals in the survey of 
teacher opinions. 
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1\le principals were th.en contacted by the nuthor and 
an additional explancition of P'tll''posH~a !lttd procedures was 
aach queatioraiaire- 1rlle letters a:n.d questionna.1,re~ wore 
delivered pert~o1i.ally to the prinei1lnl * ln the H.ielir"nOnd 
eipal in. tur!t undertook the reHJp1onsi.bil:i.ty of distri .. bution 
to '.th.e teach@,.rs concet."'n<;d. A co !)Y of tbe letter and tho 
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proper comparison or interpretation. Opinions were coded 
to facilitate ease in tabulation with the numeral (1) 
ranking as the. low ran.."< of nNot Needed," the. nu."lteral (2) 
ra.t"lking next as 0 Some.what Needed," the. numeral (3) ranl·dn£~ 
as 0 Ne.eded, 0 the nu..rtteral (L~) ranking as "Highly Needed•" 
a..'1.d the nt1!nera1 rank. of ( S) as ntndispenss.ble," the highest 
ran..'\t e~tpressed. 
Income level was also coded, with the numeral (1) 
representinz r.i0w Income., the?. numeral (2) represe11ting 
Average Income, and the numeral (3) representing High In-
come. A similar plan was used to code attitudes toward 
functions of guidance.. F . ih1cational level was codecl in 
tabulatio·n with the numeral (1) representing "Some college, n 
the nun1eral (2) representing "Bachelor's De.greet" a11d the 
numeral (3) representing "Some graduate training, u with the 
rank of th.e nume:~al (4) representing •f?t!aster 1 s Degree or 
above." 
Grade level was tabulated by grades one, four, and 
six. Schcol size war:;, estimated by the responding teachers 
since, for the purpose needed in the gathering of data., two 
broad categories were. ne.cessa.ry. 'rhese were the large 
sfchools, enrolling 600 and above, and the small schools, 
enrolling fewer than 600. 
Thirty-three. guidance activities identified with 
• 
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elementary school guidance were listed in the survey ques• 
tionnaire. An expression of attitude concerning ea.ch of 
these activities was checlced by ea.ch teacher.. For ease in 
tabulation a number was assigned to each attitude, with the 
numeral (l) representing the column expressing ·~\ teacher 
should be able to do this, n the numeral ( 2) representing 
ttA teacher needs help of a sp~cialist" and the numeral (3) 
representing "Should be done only by a specialist." Fre-
quencies were tabulated with each attitude (l)t (2), (3) 
under each guidance function, and percentages determined. 
M'a.ny teachers did not express .an attltude in some areas. 
By the comments expressed the author realized that i~:,.some 
areas teachers did not have the. security of knowing enough 
about the particular guidance function to express an 
opinion. 1l'h.erefore, zeros may have been of some signi.f-
icance und were thus tabulated to help interpret an inter-
esting data. 
Years of experience were tabulated exactly as given, 
and a mean determined. In relation to attitudes toward 
guidance functions being influenced by years of experience, 
the range. of years was ,grouped into four categories: 0·3 
years, 4-10 years, ll-15 years, and 16 years and up. A 
test of significance was applied betwe~n the four experi-
ence. levels. 
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With the tabulation of the s&~pling of courses taken, 
a.n °a.warencss scale index" wa.s devised which. carried the 
ratin~; to a peak of (10). A rating of (1) was given for 
the five courses listed if they had been taken by the teach-
er more than six years ago, and a rating of (2) was given 
for the same five courses if they had been ta.ken by the 
teacher within five years. 
2. RESPON.srr;s TO QUESTIONNAIRE 
A total of 513 questionnaires wo.a sent, forty to 
Chesterfield County Schools, forty three to Henrico County 
Schools, twe.nt~r f.ive to the private schools, and 405 to 
the Rich-non.d City Schools. From these a total of 327 
questionnaires was returned. The high.est pe.rcentar~e o.f 
returns was from the Chasterfield County Schools, wlth 
thirty returns and a 75 per cent response, then the Henrico 
County Schools with twenty eight returns and a 65 per. cent 
response, next the 0rivnte schools w:Lth sixteen returns and 
a 64 per cent response, and finally, the Richmond City 
Schools with 253 returns and a 62.4 per cent response. 
TABLE I 
RESPONSES OF THE FOUR TYPES OF AREA SCHOOLS 
INCLUDED IN THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
Per Cent 
Number Number of 
Types of Area Schools Distributed Returned Returns 
Chesterfield County Schools 40 30 753 
Henrico County Schools 43 28 65.13 
Private Schools 25 16 643 
Richmond City Schools 405 253 62.43 
Total 513 327 63.73 
Cllh.PTER IV 
FINDilt3S AND IMPLICATIONS 
To discover whether teachers recognize the need for 
elementary guidance, the mean rankings tmd standard devia-
tions of all th~ respondents were determined. The.n the 
mean rankings and standard deviations were determined where 
service personnel were available.. 
Th.a means were compiled by the individual ratitlgs of 
opinions expressed by the teachers. Th.e lowest rat:tng of 
"Not nec.dedn was indicated by the numeral (1); the next 
lowest of "Somewhat needed" was indicated by the numeral (2); 
the middle rating of "Neaded" was indicated. by the numeral 
(3); the rating of "Highly nee.de.du was indicated by the 
num.eral {4) and the. highest rating of "Indispensa.blen was 
indicated by the. numeral (5). 
Since the highest possible result would be a rating 
of (5) a me.an of near five tiould show that a high majority 
of the teachers had expressed hif.~hly favorable opinions. 
Therefore, the means for librarian (4.29) and nurse (4.07) 
show that teachers e~rpressed strong acceptancet an opinion 
beyond the rating of "Highly needed. 0 
Also, the smaller the standard deviation, the more 
uniformity of opinion on the question existed. tfuere was 
more variation of opinion about the Full-time Visiting 
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Teacher than any of the others vrith the standard deviation 
of l.25~ The highest uniformity of opinion was on that of 
the School Physician, with a standard. deviation of .soo. 
(See Tables II and III). 
Tests of significance were applied to evaluate 
chance as a causative factor. Testing the difference be• 
tween means was for th.e purpose of validating, to see 
whether the diff erenees sh.own bet-ween teachers• opinions 
on these questions could have r~sulted by chance rather 
than the identifiable cause in the sampling process. (The 
sampling process is as important as the. chance.). 
Acco1--ding to the normal distribution, differences 
between means as large as one standard deviation will occur 
about 68.26% of the time when random samples are used. 
Differences be.tween means as large as three standard devi• 
ations will occur three times in a thousand. Consequently, 
a difference. as large as 9.9 stand.a.rd deviations (librarian 
mean !:!• guidance mean) could not possibly occur simply as 
the result of the sampling process or by chance. Therefore, 
such a difference must be re.gard.ed as significant 1 as in• 
dicating a real difference in the level of opinions held by 
the teachers with respect to guidance in the degree of de-
sirability which the teachers attached (the ratings men~ 
tione.d above). A standard error of 2.97 (remedial reading 
teacher mean Y.e..• guidance mean) means that it can occur 
TABLE II 
NEAN RANKINGS OF ALL RESPmFn~NTS 
Resource Specialists N 
Librarian 32 
!'lurse 71 
Remedial Reading Teacher 207 
Visiting Teacher (Full-time) 118 
Art Consultant 276 
Music Consultant 235 
Visiting Teacher (Pa.rt-time) 106 
Guidance Counselor 166 
Psychologist (Pa.rt-time) 17 
Speech Correctionist 128 
Physical !!ducation Consultant lSl 
Psychol-.Jgist (Full-tim~) 75 
Language Al ... ts Consul·tant 87 
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TABLE III 
ME.AN Rl~NKING BY RESPONDENTS HHERE 
SERVICE WAS UNA..VAILABLE 
Re.source Specialists N 
Retuedial Reading Teacher 207 
Librarian 32 
1'1u.rse 71 
Music Consultant 17 
Psychologist (Part-time) 166 
Art Consultant 75 
Psychologist (Full-time) 235 
Visiting Teacher (Full-time) 118 
Speech Correctionist 128 
Guidance Counselor · 276 
Visiting Teacher (Part-time) 106 
Language Arts Consultant 181 
·Physical F.ducation Consul tent 87 
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99. 7% of the time, or at the 1% level of sit,tnificance so 
there is a ~ difference. TI1is shows that it is very 
unlikely that such a difference could occur by cha.nce 1 
hence significant. In decreasing progression a standard 
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deviation of two means that there is probabl;l a diff crence, 
whereas a standard deviation of one means that the. diff e.r-
ence is questionable. If the standard deviation is even 
smaller, this is not a significant. difference at all, for 
it means the teachers don't accept a f!lgnificantly greater 
need for a guidance. counselor than for the other services. 
The large samples use.d in this 
study have r;iven results of good coverage. 
Highly significant differences were observed for the 
specialist services of librarian (9.9), school physician 
(8.44), nurse (6.07)• language arts consultant (4.76), and 
remedial reading teacher (2.97)., The guidance counselor was 
preferred to a school physician and.a language arts con-. 
sultant, but the librarian, nurse, and re.roadia.1 readi1i.g 
teacher we.re preferred to the guidance counselor. There 
was some significant difference• though not as much (L,68 ), 
for preference over the visiting teacher to guidance 
counselor, (see Table IV). 
To determine by pe.rce.11.tageG whether teachers accept• 
ed the need for elementary guidance, the high rating of 
"Highly needed," rating of the numeral (4) and "Indispen-
sable," rating of the numeral (5) were totaled for-each 
supportive service and were divided into the sum of ill 
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the. ratirtgs, ranging from nNot needed," rating; of the nu• 
meral (l) to 0 IndiaDEmsable. H 'flte most highly desired of 
specialist resource personnel were the services of the 
nurse., with a high rating of 84 per cent, and libraria11, 
with the high ratinr~ of 79 per cent. 'I'hird was that of 
remedial reading; high. rating of 76 per cent, follo~ted by 
that of music consultant, 67 per cent. The fifth was that 
of the guidance counselor, wlth a rating of 66 per cent. 
Therefore, out of the services of the fourteen specialized 
resource personnel surveyed, the services of the e.leme'nta:ry 
guidance counselor ranked fifth in desirability, (see 
Table V). 
With the same v-lew of interpretation in mind, th.at 
of determining whether teachers accepted the need for elem-
entary guidance, by use. of percentages teachers ·were rated 
by the ranking, of unavailable services. The teachers rating 
ea.ch unavailable service as highly desirable or indispeti.-
sable were totaled and divided by the number of teachers 
where the service 'G-TaS unavailable regardless of rating 
given. Where the services of S!)ecialized re.source person-
. nel were not available, the~ most highly desired were the 
services of th\? remedial reading specialist, with 65 per 
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TABLE IV 
RESULTS OF 'l'I;:3TS OF SIGNIFICANCE BETWl!:f.~N GUIDANCE 
!;JEANS AND MEA .. NS OF OTI113R SUPPOR'rIVE sgn.v1cr.s 
Supportive. Services 
Difference between Meanf~ 
Elcpressed in Standard F.rrors 
Guidance Mean Y!?.• Part-time Psychologist ~Mean .248 
Guidance Mean Y.2.• Speech Correction:i..sh Mean .45 
Guidance Mean Y'.!• Music Consultant Mean .60 
Guidance Mean vs. 1'\rt Consultant Mean .83 
-
Guidance Mean Ya• :Physical F...d.uca tion Consultant Mean • 90 · 
Guidance Mean va. Visiting Teacher Mean 1.68 * 
-
Guidance Mean Ye• Remedial Rea.ding Teacher Mean 2.97 * 
Guidance Mean Y!t• Language Arts Confml tant Mecm 
Guidance Mean !.§.• t·1urse Mean 
Guidn.nc_e Mean ~· School Physician Mean 
Guidance. Mean :£:!• Librarian Mean 




PI~RCENTAGE OF R~SPONDENT.S CITING F"'"t\CH SUPPORTIVE 
SPECIALTY AS HIGHLY DESlR~:D ;.JHEN 
COMPARED 'ro Tl-Hr. TO'I'AL RATINGS 
WHERE SER.VICE IS UNAVAIL.t\BI,,E 
Sum of (4) 
& (5) 
Supportive Specialties Ratillt~S 
tfurse 209 
Librarian 90 
Remedial Reading Teacher 585 
~1usic Consultant 39 
Guidance Counselor 629 
Visiting ·reacher (Full-time) 2!~0 
Psychologist {Full-time) LJ68 
Psycholof;ist (Part-time) 326 
.Art Consultant 142 
Visiting Te.f;\cher (Part-time) 178 
Speech Correctionist 192 
Language .Arts Consultant 252 
Ph:"'ysical Education- Consultant 116 


































cent of the teachers giving this service a hir,h rating. 
The librarian ran1~ed second in desirability with a. rating 
of 62.5 per cent with the nurse following with a reting of 
58 per cent. The services of the elementary school counselor 
were rated fourth out of the fourteen specialists surv-eye.d, 
with 54 per cent of the teachers giving a high rating• (see 
Table VI). 
Percenta.;1e det(!rtninations gave the same pref e.rences 
as the. standard error of the means did. 
Do teachers t attitudes toward guidance ap\)ear to 
differ in relation to the income area they serve? 
rrhe tabulated guidance ratings were d:i.vided according 
to three income areas. 111.1ere were one hundred sixty three 
ratin~~s falling within the low income area, one hundred 
eighteen within the average income area, and thirty within 
the high income area. ·'fhe means were determined from the 
sum of ratings of opinions expressed by tenche1:·s, which 
resulted in a mean of 3.1 for low income areay s.2 for 
average income area, and 2.3 for high income area. Standard 
deviations were 2.41 for low income area, 1.59 for average 
income areat and 1.73 for the high income area. 
Tests of significance v1ere applied to eliminate the 
causative factor of chance, to see if the differences shown 
bebv-e.cn teachers 1 attitudes by teachers teaching in schools 
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T..t\BLE VI 
SERVICE .AS HIGHLY DESIRABLE .AS cmvI:?ARfm 
TO ~ THE: TEA.CHERS WHERE 11HE 
SERV!Crr! IS tJNAVA!LABl .. E 
're.ache.rs 
Rating ~reacher.a 
H.ighly(4.,S) Where Percentage 
Unavailable Service Highly 
Specialist Services Service Unavailable Desired 
Remedial Reading Teacher 134 
Librarian 20 
Nurse 41 
Guidance Counselor 148 
Music Consultant 9 
Visiting Teacher (Full-time) 56 
Psychologist (Full-time) lll 
Psychologist (Part-time) 77 
Art Consultant 29 
Visiting Teacher (Part-time) 41 
Speech Correctionist 44 
Physical Education Consultant 28 
Language Arts Consultant 58 





























drawing their enrollment from low income. average, and high 
income areas could have resulted by chance in the sum?ling 
process. The. standard deviation between teache·r rJ.ttitudes 
from low income schools and average income schools was .4l7 
as would occur about 32 percent of the time, so there is 
not sufficient significance. Standard deviation be.tween 
low ittcome. ancl high income was 2.16 or 96 per cent, a sig-
nificant difference but not conclusive. From teacher 
attitudes between average income mid high it1.come the stand-
ard deviation was 2.57 which would occur 98 per cent as 
smaller and. two per cent as bigger. ~rhis is more conclu-
sive than the others becaus~ of a signtficant difference 
sh.o·wn, with the teachers from the !.tchools of average :i.n.-
come. areas showing a high.er acceptance of guidance• (see 
Table VII). 
I)) teachers• attitudes toward guidance differ in 
relation to school size? 
School . separated into two broad ca.tegories , Sl.Ze -v1as 
with an enrollment of 600 pupils or fewer being labeled a 
small school and an enrollment of 601 und above being 
labeled a large school. 
There were sixty schools approximated by teacher 
responses of school enrollment as beill:~ small schools and 
189 schools as being large.. The mean, from the. sum of 
TlillLE VII 
RESULTS OF 'rgsTS OF SIGNIFICA.NCE Bg:rrn~EN 














Dif f erence.s between Means 
Expressed as Standard Errors 
Low Income ~· Average Income 
Low Income Y!• High Income 





1--a.tings (1) to (5) as previously er~lained, was 2. 8 for 
small schools and 3.Sl for large schools. Standard devia-
tion was 1.36 for small schools and 1.52 for large. schools. 
A te.c;t of significance was applied which resulted in 4,.18 
standard of error which showed a real significance, beyond 
error of chance, that teachers' attitudes toward guidance 
from teachers in large schools lid.th enrollments above 600 
pupils were definitely, without. a doubt 1 more acceptant 
toward guidance than the attitudes of teachers from &mall 
schools. 
How do teachers rate the. need for guidance personnel 
relative to other supportive. services~'; 
'} 
To determine how teachers rank the need for g;uidance 
personnel relative to other m1pportive. pet"sonnel, responses 
were tabulated by frequency. On the questionnaire the 
teachers were asked to choose by marking with an asterisk, 
the one specialist they would most desire if the servic~s 
of that s~JecialiHt were not already available to their 
school situation. 'n1e guidance counselor was selected as 
the most preferred. From 251 teachers respondin~ in th.is 
area, 130 cited the guidance counselor as····the most desirable 
The remedial readinG teacher was the next choice, 
choice, _, 
(88 teachers), with that of full-time psychologist ranking 
third, (25 teachers). 
On the survey, though not e:irpressly requested, some 
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teachers volunteered their preference for part-time 
specialists, in addition to their responses of a preferred 
full-time specialist. This is presented for whatever value 
it may rui.ve.. 'rh.ough responses were few, the most desired 
was that of part-time psycholpgist, with language arts con-
sultant, _then speech correciti.onist following;. 
However, during tabulation of responses., it was 
frequently noted by the author that many teacherst although 
placing an asterisk beside guidance counselor as their 
choice of the ONE specialist they would like to have in 
their school program. nevertheless, did not give as high a 
rating to guidance counselor. It would be a logical assump-
tion that a high rating of (5), "Indispensable.," or eve.n a 
ratinf~ of (4)• "Highly needed" would accompany the choice 
of the one specialist a teacher would roost like to have in 
the school progI""a.ttt. This was not coii.sistently e~{pre.ssed. 
What are the differences between grade levels in 
tec1che.rs t attitudes toward guidance? 
The guidance counselor ratings, expressed in numer-
als ranging from (l)t "Not needed, 0 to a degree of (S)t ttin-
diap<~naa.ole, n were tabulated into se.para tions by grade 
levels. Since question11.aires were issued only to teachers 
in the firstt fourth• and sixth grades, only these grade 
levels were used. 
TABLE IX 
FREQUENCY RESPO~BES OF SPB~CIALISTS MOST 
DESIRED IF SERVICE IS N01r ALR.F..ADY 
AVAILABLE TO A SCHOOL 
Full-time Specialists; 
Guidance Counselor 
Re..~edial Reading Teacher 
Full"time.Psychologist 
Nurse 
Full-time Visiting Teacher 
Part-time ~pecialists: 
Psychologist 
Language Arts Consultant 
Speech Correctionist 






















There were 169 ratings expressed at the first grade 
level, 108 ratings at the fourth grade level, and eighty-
eight ratings at the sixth grade level. The means were as 
follows: first grade level, 3.56; fourth grade level, 
3.44; sixth grade level, 3.63. Standard deviations ranged 
from .ss at the sixth grade level, i.os at the first grade 
level, to l.19 at the fourth grade level. 
Tests of significance were applied to eliminate 
cha.nee as a causative factor, to see whether teachers 1 
attitudes toward guidance by grade levels could have re-
sulted by chance in the. sampling process. The deviations 
~"'Pressed in standards of error were too small to be of any 
significance, Therefore, there was no noticeable differ-
enoe be.tween grade levels in teachers• attitudes toward 
guidance except from being very slightly morapositive at 
the siA'th grade level. (See Table X). 
l''AilLB X 
Fourth. Grada 








rnaviations Expr~ssed in Standards of Er?"or 






t~1at kinds of functions related to guidance do 
teachers express the opinion that they should perform? In 
order of highest percentages,. teachers expressed their 
opinion as being able to perform the following guidance 
functions: 
Function Percentage 
l. ¥.anners (in group guidance) 873 
2. Dress (in group guidance) 86 
3. Administering language achievement tests 75 
4. Administering arithmetic achievement tests 73.5 
s. Administering rea.ding achievement tests 71 
6. Orientation of ne·w ·pupils and parents on 
the elementary school curriculum 
1. Administering group pencil and paper 
intelligence. tests 
s. Controlling your emotions (in group guidance) 




junior high school curriculum 62 
10. Interpreting standardized tests to children 54 
ll. Understanding your personality (group guidance) 51 
12. Summarizing statistics of test data and 
other characteristics of pupils in my class 
encil personality tests 
13. Administering pa.per & p ~ · 





\~Lat kinds of functions related to g1rldance do 
teachers show that they need the help of a specialist? 
Again• :tn the order of the highest percentages, teachers 
expressed their opinion es being able to perform the 
following guidance functions with the help of a specialist. 
Function 
l. Organizing activities pertinent 
to slow learners 
2. Counseling parents 
3. Screening an entire class for discovery 
of weaknesses and talents 
4. Parent education groups 
s. Group counseling 
6. Play therapy 
7. Indi~idua.l child counseling 
8. Vocational orientatio~ to the world of work 
9. Understanding sex 










the. community 41 
11. Interpreting standardized tests to children 37 
What kinds of functions related to guidance. do 
teachers consider should be do1i.e only by a specialist? Tb.e 
range of opinion in this area was very positive, limited 
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to a t~1enty three degr.ae fluctuat.ion from a low of! fifty 
four per eent to a high of 77 per cent. Again• in the ordel" 
cf 1:dp:her¥t percenta~$en 1 tenct'u:~rs e..'1)resset1 the:i.r opinion 
tiu:it the. followi.nr§ iJ:Uido~nce functions be don.Cl onty by a 
Function 
the mentally handi .. c£tppec:l 





In. orde~ that a eom.pot'rtte. picture be given of 
tet1ehera t attitude$ towat-¥1 the ~;:t:lidance fui:ictions th~y 
ifil)t, all i:;eores and Dercentaises from 0ach. cate~ory should be 
pret:u~nt¢d. •table .itI ho.~1 'been oont1truoted for this i;rulrpose ... 
1rlte fa.~otioria hrAve be<::~tl eo·dCtt'l, ~tl th the tttlL~cral (1 ) rep. 
re,t~e:nti.nt~ tt/c\ teaehe'tt shottld be able. to do tlU!jt, n th<e t'MJ~· \ 
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meral (2) representing ttTeacher ne.e.d~1 help of a specialist, 
and the nu.rneral (3) representing ttShould be done only by a 
specialist• tt Frequencies, totals• and percentages have been 
included. As previously mentioned, the zeros are signifi• 
cant because teacrv1!rs exprer~sed in adde.d comments the i.incer-
tainty or inability to perform certain guidance functions. 
Therefore, z~ro frequencies have. been included, thou~lt not 
a part of the totals or the percentages. 
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TABLE XI 
TEACHER ATTITUDES ON PERFORMANCE OF GUIDANCE FUNCTIONS 
Percentages. 
(0) (1) (2) (3) Total (1) (2) (3) 
A. Administering Standardized Tests 
1. Group pencil and paper 12 219 45 51 315 69.53 143 163 
intelligence tests 8 227 47 45 327 71 14.8 14 
2. Reading achievement' tests 6 240 39 42 321 74.8 12 13 
3. Language schievement tests 6 236 40 45 321 73.5 12.4 14 
4, Arithmetic achievement tests 19 125 97 86 308 40.6 31.5 28 
5. Aptitude tests 24 127 102 74 303 41.9 33.7 24 
6. Paper & pencil personality tests 
B. Interpreting Standardized Tests 8 115 118 86 319 36 36.9 26.9 
to Parents 
c. Interpreting Standardized Tests 28 161 85 53 299 53.8 28 17.7 
to Children 
D. Organizing Activities Pertinent 
to Individual Child Needs 8 9 126 184 319 2.8 39.5 57.7 
K. 1. Emotionally Disturbed 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Percentages 
(O) (1) (2) (3) Total (1) (2) (3) 
2. Mentally retarded 3 7 99 218 324 2.13 30.53 673 
3. Slow learners 4 78 '171 74 323 24 52.9 22.9 
4. Mentally handicapped 1 4 83 239 326 1.2 25 73 
s. Brain-injured 2 7 67 251 325 2 20.6 77 
E. Parent Education Groups 24 72 143 88 303 23.7 47 29 
. F. Individual Child Counseling 6 92 141 88 321 28.6 43.9 27 
G. Group Counseling 15 69 144 99 312 22 46 31.7 
H. Play Therapy 13 39 143 132 314 12 45.5 42 
I. Vocational Orientation to the 
Wo~ld of Work 33 55 126 113 294 18.7 42.8 38 
J. Ref err al to Social and Health 
25 71 125 106 302 23.5 41 35 
Agencies in the Community 
K. Administering and Interpreting 
25 32 92 178 
Sociometric Tests 
302 10.S 30 58.9 
L. Scattergrams to Detennine 
"" 
33 37 97 160 294 12.5 33 54 
Underachievement 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
Percentages 
(0) (1) (2) (3) Total (1) (2) (3) 
Meo Orientation of :L~ew Pupils •. o on 
lQThe elementary school curriculum 10 226 74 17 317 71% 23%. 501 /0 
2o The junior high curriculum L~S 176 87 19 282 62 3008 607 
No Group Guidance 
c lo Dress 7 275 40 5 320 85o9 12o5 loS z 
< 
fi1 2Q Hanners 5 280 ;o 37 5 322 ·s7 lloS loS 
(J) 
:;. =·} ~= 3u Controlling your emotions 7 201 98 21 320 6208 3006 605 
:::u M< ~·· 
.. \,_i 
~ ~', ~: Li i,,;" 0 Understanding your personality 15 160 113 39 312 51 36 12o5 




,..:. Oo Summarizing Statistics of Test Data 0 
z 
0 
c:nd Other· Characteristics of Pupils 15 147 128 37 312 47 41 1108 
Po Ccmnseling Parents 12 101 158 56 315 32 50 17o7 
Qo Screening an En..1-; .... t.:) L.-.!.. 'Co Class for Dis-
covery of Weaknesses and Talents L~ 119 154 50 323 3608 4706 15o4 
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To what extent is there a difference among teachers' 
opinions concerning guidance functions as a function of 
years of experience? 
Of the 309 teache.1--t) who listed their years of experi-
ence, the experience level ranged from a half year of ex-
perience to forty s~ven years of experience. The mean was 
15.8 years. There were sixty eight teachers in the 0-3 
experience level, seventy~two teachers with 4•10 years of 
experience, th.irty-seve11 teachers ·with ll•l5 years .of e;)c-
perience, and 117 teachers had sixteen or more yeat"'f.; of 
e:>..i>erience w.f. th the. median being; eleven yeara. 
The guidance rating:J were tabulate.d according to 
years of experience at the 0-3 level, 4-10 year level, 
11-15 year level, and the level of sixteen years and above. 
The means ranged as follows; For the 0-3 year ~;roup, 3.63; 
4-10 year group, 3.69; 11-15 year group• 3.7; and the 
sixteen year group and up1 3.41. 'l'he standard deviations 
were a.s follows: 0-3 year group,. f BS; 4•10 ye.er group* 
1.13; 11-15 year group, 1.07; and the sixteen year and up 
group, l.03. 
Tests of significance were apT,>lied to eliminate 
chance error, but there were no significant differences of 
opinions among teachers• ~1'ression of need concerning 







RESUL'J:S OF GUIDANCE! SCORES ACCORDING 
'XO YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
4-10 years ll-15 yea.rs 
N= 72 N= 37 
M= 3.69 M:: .3.7 
s.n.= l.13 S.D.= l.07 
S.M.= .134 S.M.:::: .1s 
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Deviations Expressed in Standards· of Errors 
0-3 year mean '.!!.• 4-10 year mean .46 
4-lO ye.ar mean Y!.• ll-15 year mean .045 
11•15 yeer reeon vs. 16 yr~& up mean l.5 
·-
16 year & up mean !!!• 0-3 year mean .69 
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To what extent is there a difference. among teachers' 
expression of need concerning guidance functions resulting 
from college level? 
Among the 312 teachers wh.o listed their educat:i.ona.l 
level, the.re were twenty four teachers who had had some 
college, 138 teachers had a Bachelor•s Degree. 108 teachers 
had some graduate training, and forty-two held a Master's 
De~}:ree or above. 
From the responses, a mean and standard deviation 
t.re.re calculated. Me.ans ranked as follows s l"'laater' s Degree., 
3.85; graduating training, 3.64; some college, s.37; and 
Bachelorts Degree, 3.18.. Standard deviations were cal .. 
culate.d, ranging from Master's Degree, .82; then graduate 
training, .99; then some sollege, 1.02; and Bachelor's 
Degree, 1.45. 
7.i.'ests of significance were appli.ed to elimi.nate 
chance error. There is a highly significant degree of dif-
ference between the Bachelor's Degree mean and the Ma.ate.r's 
Degree mean, (6.2), revealing that, without any·doubt, 
teachers' opinions are highly positive toward guidance in 
proportion to the college level attained. Next h.i..gh is the 
Bachelor's Degree mean versus the graduate training mean, 
which means that with graduate training there is more accept-
ance toward guidance than at the Bachelor's Degree level. 
(See Table XIII on the next page). 
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TABLE XIII 
RESULTS OF GUIDANCE SCORES ACCORDING 
TO EDUCATIONi\.L ·u.I:VI~ 






N::: 24 N= 148 N= 108 M::! 42 
1'-1= 3.37 M= S.18 M= 3.64 
s.n.= 1.02 s.n.= 1.45 s.o.= .99 s.n.= .s2 
S.M.= .21 S.M.= .12 S.M.= .10 S.M.::: .13 
_Deviations Expressed in Terms of Silandard Error 
Some College mean.'.!!• l3achelor's mean 
Some College mt~an ::!!.• Graduate Training mean 
Some College mean~· Masterts Degree mean 





Bachelor's Degree mean~· Master's Degree me,n6.2 
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Figure·1 
Sl\MPliING OF COURSES T.t.\KEN DETERMINED WITHIN 
AN AWARENESS SCALE INDEX OF RECENCY 
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To what extent is there a difference among teachers' 
expression of need concerning guidance functions as a 
function of courses taken in the mental health area? 
A aa..~pling of coursea in the mental health area was 
listed in the survey questionnaire for the purpose of 
broadly determining to what extent teachers had a background 
understanding of guidance4 With so mu.ch. new re.search and 
developmeti.t in the area . of guidance• it was expressed that 
recency of study in this area was relevant so the time el• 
etnent was determined as being whether a teacher. had had a 
couroe within the last five years, more.than six years ago, 
or had not had any courses at all. An awareness scale index 
was devised placing a double value of e nUUleral (2).on 
recency for any course had by the teacher within five years. 
1\ value of the numeral (l) was given to courses taken more 
than six years ago, with a range possibility of 0-10 on 
the awareness scale index. 
There were f ort"'Y-f our teachers who had not had any 
courses in the mental health.area and twenty-three who had 
had one course six or more years a.go.,. Only ten teachers 
had had· all five courses within five ye~rs. 
There is a slight it'l.con~dstency, but on the whole 
there is a steady increase in means, showing that, as a 
whole, there is a high.er rati11g and acceptance of gu:i .. dance 
if there have been more courses taken in the mental health 
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Table XIV shows the means as they are rani:,ed according to 
the increase in the awareness scale index. 'r;.'1e means tend 
to increase. proportionately With the increase. in awareness 
scale index steps except the means of the iii.dices three• 
five, and ten. 
The implications derived from this research are that 
there exists a trend of opinions that is guidance•acceptant. 
Elementary guidance. in the. areas surveyed is still at tc10 
early a stage of implementation to be evaluated realis-
tically, yet there does remain the positive neut~alil-y 
rather than the negative rejection. Th:i.s is because the 
concept of elementary guidance is one that is acceptant to 
idealistic goals of improving the future. Attitudes that 
were. of any significance. were on the positi.ve s:f.de of 
acceptance, in favor of elementary guidance. 
Att:i. tittles were clefini tely favorable toward the use 
of supportive service personnel, and as the role of the 
elementary counselor becomes identified with the develop• 
ment of the child and serving to me·et the childts naeds, 
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CONCI .. USIONS 
Through education a child 1s potential can be nur-
tured and increased if there is proper motivation. and 
learning. Within our educational system there are. many 
supportive services to enrich the many facets of educa• 
tional e,}-.rperiences that influence the child's whole devel• 
opment. Along with the influences of the community and 
family enviroru.*llent, there are also those of the teacher and 
her type of personality. the curriculum, and educational 
methods. tJ:ne development of acceptant attitudes toward the 
elementary counselor vrill be an added dimension to the. 
child•s educational and emotional e:h.rperiencea within the 
school environment. 
The conclusions of the su11mary of the survey of 
teachers• attitudes toward elementary school guidance are. of 
significant scope, for attitudes are the basis upou which 
to found the pyramid of workable approaches. The conclu .. 
sions derived from the survey are given below: 
1. rr•he guidance counselor was favored more strongly in 
schools where other, supportive services were already avail• 
able th.an where no such services were available. Th~ ser• 
vices of a librarian, a nurset and a remedial readit1g teach-
er received preference over that of guidance counselor, 
whether supportive services were or were not available. 
Many supportive services other than guidance counselor 
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tvere pref erred in schools where there were not as many sup-
portive services available, but with the guidance counselor 
having a higher rate of acceptance j_n schools alrec1dy en• 
riched by much supportive personnel. 
2. Teachers in schools drawing from the average income 
areas sho~·ted high.er acceptance toward guidance than those 
in schools drawing from the 1011 income are.as, o.nd lea.t1t 
acceptance was ehovm from those of the high income areas. 
3. Teachers from .schools of large enrollment had a more 
positive attitude in accepting gu.idance th.an did teachers 
from small schools. 
4. By frequency count, the guidance counselor was by far 
the most popular choice a.s the one specialist a teacher 
would nmst like to have in the r;:;chool program, with the 
ncn..-t choice being that of the remedial reading teacher. 
; 
~ 
s. There were no significant diff e.rences between grade 
levels in teachers' attitudes toward guidli.nce. e!{ce:pt a very 
slightly more positive attitude toward guidance at the sixth 
grade level. 
6. out of thirty selected guidance functions, teachers 
selected fourteen guidance functions as being those that a 
teacher should be able to dot twelve guidance functions 
with which a teacher needs the help of a speciali$tt and 
six guidance functions that should be done only by a 
specialist. 
7. There were no significant differences of teachers' 
attitudes toward guidance as determined by years of 
experience. 
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s. There were highly significant differences of teachers' 
attitudes toward guidance detennined by the e;,ctent of col• 
lege education, and the higher the educational attainme.nt, 
the higher the acceptance of g;uidunce. 
9. Teachers who had had more courses in the mental health 
area accepted guidance more positively than those not having 
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2820 Westchester Road 
Richmond, Va~, 23225 
I have been a t~acher and at rr: ~ent am a graduate stu-
dent at the 0niver::>ity Df Richmond n 
r a:m SC i iciting Y•,}llt' help .. thI.'.";)U~i.1 tnis questionnaire as 
part of a resear~h program to e~aluate the teachers' attitudes 
towards supportive services in .. t'P.e eLementary schooL 
Y1·)ur- own name and t.he nam·~ ·,•J.f Y·"JLlr' school need not be 
spec .ificaU y stated o o~ J_y a f.6,v;·. -miriu.!~e s of your time will be 
required to cooperate in th.is-survey, with the realization 
that this is a professional servtc,::·e~. ~/·-1 ~i are being asked to 
render,, A self-addre.::;sed envelope is enc iosed for your con= 
venience in returning this questio~'aire and I shall greatly 
appreciate your returning it within chree dayso 
Thank you for your professional cooperation. I hope 
that the results of this study will give more support to 
needed services in the elementary schoolo 
Sincerely yours, 
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II. Type of school (check one ): 
Public Private 
IV. Size of school: 
Estimate enrollment in grades 
one through six. III. What tenn best describes the 
community from which the 




V. Grade level you teach --------
Number of pupils enrolled 
this date: 
boys girls 
VI. Below are listed some of the specialists frequently utilized ·in an 
educational system. Please indicate by checking the appropriate 
column your · · d · h d opinion regar ing t e nee for each. 
A. FULL-TIM E Member of My School Staff: 
1. Libra rian 
2. Nurse 
3. Visit ing "Teacher CScnooT sociaT wor"'KerJ 
4. Remed ial reading teacher 
5. Guidan ce counselor (Chila-aeveTopment speciaiist} 
6. Psych ologist 
B. PART-TIM E Referral Resource (available on call): 
1. Music Consultant 
2. Art Co nsultant 
3. Speec h Correctionist 
age Arts Consultant 4. Langu 
5. Physi cal &lucation Consurtant 
6. Psych ologist 
7. School 
8. Visiti . 
Physician 
ng teacher (Sclioo1. sociaT wor"KerJ 
VII. In both parts, A and B in VI above, underline those 
specialists who are available to your school. 
Cll 
0 
8 ~ (0 ~ rt 
P> 
~ rt (\) z p. (\) 
(\) (0 p. p. 
(\) 
p., 
VIII. Among specialists not underlined above, place an asterisk (~) 
beside the one which you would most like to have in your 
school program. 
IX. On the next page, after each activity listed, check the column 






::r: ~ ,_,, 
G"C\ ~ ;:r ,_, O> 
'< 'O (\) 
~ ::I O> (\) P> ~ O" (\) ,_, 
p., (\) 
·or all Check 1, 2, 
to express y 
3 colmnns 
our attitude: 
ring Standardized Tests: 
pencil and paper intelligence 
A. Administe 
1. Group 
2. Readin g achievement tests 
3. Langua ge achievement tests 
4. Arithm etic achievement tests 
de tests 




B. Interpret ing Standardized Tests to Parents 
C. Interpret ing Standardized Tests to Children 
D. Organizin 
Individua 
g Activities Pertinent to 
1 Child Needs: 
1. Emotio nally disturbed 
2. Mental ly retarded 
3. Slow 1 earners 
4. Mental ly handicapped 
5. Drain- injured 
E. Parent Ed ucation Groups 
F. Individua 1 Child Counseling 
nseling G. Group Cou 
H. Play Ther apy 
I. Vocationa 1 Orientation to the World of Work 
J. Referral to Social and Health Agencies 
in the Co mmunity 
0 ::r.,.. ('O 0 ::r 
0 rt Cf.I ('O rt rn ::s o 
p. ~ ('O '-0 p. ('O "'O ('O ~ 
0 t-' PJ Ct> Cf.I Sl> ('O t-' p. C) (') C) (') 0 p. 
rt ::r t-'. ::r' ::r t-'• ::s 
::r er <t> P> ('O ('O P> ...... er 
t-'• ('O ti t-' t-' ti . t-' ~ ('O 
rn t-'•'O t-'• 
.. ~ en en er 
cJ rt 0 rt~ 
t-' •• 1-h .. 
Ct> 





ring & Interpreting Sociometric Devices -
Determine Underachievement 
K. Administe 
L. Scattergr ams to 
M. Orientati on of New Pupils and Parents on: 
1. The el ementary school curriculum 
2. The ju nior high school curriculum 
N. Group Gui dance: 
1. Dress 
2. Manner s 
3. Contro 
4 •. Unders 
5. Unders 
lling your emotions 








istics of Pupils 
g Parents 
an Entire Class 
s and Talents 
Test Data and 
in my Class 
for Discovery 
X. Check to indicate your educational level: 
Some college 
Bachelor's degree 
Some graduate traini~g 
Master's degree or above 
es taken: XII. Sampling of cours 
1. Tests and Meas urement 
2. Mental Health 
3. Introduction t o Guidance 
4. Techniques of 
s. Abnonnal Psych 
Counseling 
ology 








XI. Including the current 
session, what is the total 
number of years you have 
in full-time teaching? 
More than 6 yrs. Have Not Ha 
XIII. Place any comments you may wish to make on the reverse of this page. 
APPEHDI.X C 
1. After re.checkingt it ap 1Jenrs that I might think the 
teacher isn't supposed to do much, but so much of this 
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seems to be conce:t~ni'.ni~ older children. I do think testing 
should be done by trained personnel and that children with 
de.finite handicaps should be discovered early and placed in 
a situation where they can be helped. So many of the things 
checked in column three.• I have done and am capable of 
doing but I don•t think a teacher of children should be 
e~~q>6eted to do. 
2. I hope for activities A-Q that the question of the 
teacher's time has been taken into consideration. In 
that she might be capable but does she have the nece.ssaey 
time during a teachii~J day to perform these duties. 
3. Fewer consul tan ts; leas an the teacher's load; rrtore t:i.me 
to "teach" in the lower grades with emphasis on building a 
strong foundation and good cha.racter--would make teaching 
a bit more pleasant to the teacher. 
Too many after school meetings, study groups• etc. 
allows little time for correcting papers, locating weak-
tie.sses, and improving plans that could improve the quality 
of educa.tion--so mueh. talked about. 
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Frustrated t~acher.s are more harmful than frustrated 
pupils--and the fault lies in the teachers being much too 
much O\."'ertaxcd. 
4. On pa.rt IX--The one checked "teacher needs help ••• ", I 
do not feel this is always n~oessary. Sometimes on~ can 
gain necessary inf 01"'ma.tion or advice from reading if 
mate:rial is available.. ln some casest hm·1ever, I have had 
times when I ~ould have liked to have had a specialist, to 
consult with. 
5. Many of the things I have checked as needing to be done 
by a specialist could probably be done by the classroom 
teacher, but the more extre things demanded of her reduce 
the time she. has to spend in actually teaching the subject 
mattcr1 preparing her work, and bettering her education. 
6. I never get a rest break (elementary). I would like to 
see a P. Ed. teacher in every elem. school to tea.ch P. Ed. 
(not counsel). In this manner each teacher could get a 
break (and no extra clast1rooms ·would be needed). Children 
would benefit from having a trained P. Ed. teacher also. 
7. A trained. teacher (it1 psychology) can do many routine 
testings and some group counseling• but unless she has had 
soeo.ial, intensive study to make her a specialist, she had 
better know what she can't dot 
s. I feel we need counseling on an elementllr'-J level and 
much more assistance from psychologists. In my opinion 
this is an area which is seriously neglected. 
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9. The~e are not enough specialists trained in the field 
of child guidance in the city school system. Speci~lists 
of this type could be of great use in a school such as 
mine. As also, more parent counseling would be helpful. 
Teachers are often burdened with too m~ch clerical 
work to devote sufficient time to the 0 personalityn aspect 
of the children; there is barely au fficient time to cover 
all the subject matter. 
10. I have never given a standardized test. 
ll. 1b.ere are items in column ·2 which could be. done by the 
teacher with special help from a specialist,. but which 
w-ould.~~ done better.if done only by a specialist, 
12. If echool overload could be lesaen w~ wouldn't need so 
many specialist (work for) and consultants. 
13. IX •. D (1, 2, 3, L~, 5) Early in the .Primary grades if a 
child displays emotional or mental irregularities, he 
should be removed from the regular classroom until he can 
control himself. Whan two or three disturbed children are 
permitted to remain in a regular classroom., they upset the 
tire group. XIII. lm elementary teacher needs 20 or 
en., . . 
30 minutes ~ lunch £2:. hers<tli.• 
14. Because l tea.ch Junior Primary Grades. ! have had no 
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experience with standardized tests and the like. 
15. I believe teachers should have as much bacl~~round in 
psycholo[~Y and counseling as schedules allow. 
If that isn't possible• there. are many of these 
areas a teacher cnn be skilled in by specialists and some 
areas experienc~s teach. 
In cases where none of these opportunities are 
availa.ble to taachers, I would recmmnend the assistance 
of specialists., 
As a final note; I also feel there are many a.re.as a 
tencher should not be responsible. for. Teachers are very 
busy people without managing jobs others can do. Teaching 
is a full time job--2Lt- hours a day. 
16. Under D I believe if the teacher has available personel 
to help he.r she can do most all tasks h~rself. See.ms we 
all need to bett~r understand these children and once I 
understood more fully the assets and liabilities of these 
children I could set up a teaching program without 
continual help of a specialist. 
17. I al!l afraid that I do not unde.r:;ta.nd the ter-m:i.nology 
of some of this. 
l8. Too much ttconsulting" adds to the teacher's probl_ema. 
We really ne.ed teachitt;: consultants, i.e. folks who 
demonst1,.,ate rather than suggest. 
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19. T'nank you so much for the opportunity to express my 
opinion in your survey. I strongly believe that thie type 
of qut-2stioning is necessary before a school system can 
a.dv.ancc. 'l'he.se specialists $eem like an ideal dream, but 
l hope that these idees will sorneday become a reality• 
20,~ In relation to questions A thro11~~h Q it is well 
believed that.teachers should be qualified to do all of 
these tasks. However, there are times when a specialist 
should come in and assist her. The individual teacher 
doesn't have time to do all of the necessary things 
including the paper work for each child so it is quite 
necessary to have help~ This is my personal feeling 
about the matter. 
21... I am keenly int(?.rested in quidance counseling in the 
ele..~entary grades. In my opinion, many problems can b~ 
recognized and resolved (or helped) in the be.ginnil\;.~ yea.rs 
if there is a specialist to aid the classroom teacher. 
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VIT.A 
Patricia Bakos Coul~os, the oldest child of Mary Ko.r-
nis and Angelo Dakos,. was born on July 3, 1921, at Weirton. 
,. 
2 t v· · · wes irg:tnia.. She. was graduated f:rom Weir High School, 
Weirton, West Virginia, in June, 1938. In September, 1938• 
she. entered West Liberty State College, West Liberty, West 
Vix·ginia,. where she majored. in education and received a 
B. A. degt"ee in June,· 19!~3. 
She taught in Weirton, ,,,Je.et Virginia, 1940 to 19!i5; 
was supervisor of art in 19l~2; taught in Ric~11ond,: Virginia, 
1956 to 1964... She began her graduate program at the Unive:. ... -
sity of Richmond in the surnmcr of l96l-~. She is a member of 
the Alnerica.n Association of University 1 •.Jome11 and Alpha 
Delta,Kappa. honorary teachers' sorority,. 
Dn February 6 ,· l 9Li-!~ ,. she ·was married to John Louis 
Coukost' in the Office of Strategic Services until discharge 
·in l9L~S. He is the owner of five dry cleaning plants nnd 
two laundromats in the Richmond area. Their son, LUke: ,John , 
Coukos, will be. graduated from the University of Rich.mond 
in August, 1966, and will enter third year Pharmacy at the 
~~dical College of Virginia in September, 1966. Their 
daugh~e.r, Louise '.Marie Coukos, will be a freshman at T'b.e 
Collegiat~ School for Girls in September, 1966. 
The ttn-.iter and her family are members of the. Sts., 
C01.1atantine and Helen Greek. Orthodox Church. 
